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Abstract 
.AC motors haw been used in a ride range ol p ~ w r  t ~ t i i l ~  to dillc a n ~ l  art. 
playing a prominent role in drive applications. Huwewr, their highly sot~.lit~mr 
dynamic rtrudure with strong dynamic interactions requirca a>ow ro~nplrx rnntn,l 
schemes than dr motan. 
The conventional linear tedniqun can no longer raisfy thr. rtringr.st rrqtmin,. 
ment placed on high-performance ac mdor drive appiicetions. hlodern ronlral tech. 
niques. such as optimal control and adaptive control, nrr applied in motor drivc 
terns. But the realization of t h e  techniques is generally difficult heraac of i a rg  
time-critical computation requirements. Typical field-oriented control of nc motan 
use. current Impaamplingratcr of 510 10 KHz. Thisimplies that thccontroller murl 
proms the rontmi algorithms within 1W lo 200 pr. Thus, for l~igl~.psrfonnmtce nr 
drives, some powerful microcomputers, mch m Transputers. m d  parallel pmcelr. 
ing techniques are used in a. motor drive .yrtms. On the other hand, rrd8tcil1g 
the energy lases in adjustablesped elechic motor drives is heomin6 increasingly 
important due to the high a t  of energy. 
Transputer.hard parallel pmeessing of high perlarmance ac motor drive* cul 
be a gmd rolution for f u t  dynamic cdcuiation. flexible architecture and lnterae. 
tive control in order to achieve both requirements of high prformsncc and Iml 
minimization of ac motor drivra. 
The purpose of thia ~tudy i, to invntigate and apply multiple Tcanaputen in 
processing of indirect fieid-oriented vector contml employing lo88 minimis.. 
tion for high performance ac mom drives. A new acheme is propaaed baaed on the 
uw, d multiple Transpulen far real.time parallel pmreuing implrmentatiw of the 
is,tirr.rr fir,ld.oricnted control gcheme incorporating the loss minimization rtratPg 
LOSYPS ill a< motor driver are studied and wrified $ experiments. Computer rimu- 
lation rerulta of trials using five Transputerr and experimental reults of using four 
Traorpu~ers for parallel processing are preented in the thepis. It is shown that high 
ilcrfarmmce as wll ar significant energy savings bra t  molar driver can he achieved 
by the propaed rchemc. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Electrical motan have been available for nearly a century and are playing a very 
important role in today's industrial automation. Several kinds of ds t r ical  motors 
- dc motors, induction motors. gynchronous motora (in brushless dc form), rtep 
molora, and switch reluctance motors -are used in automatic control a)atem. 
DC motors have traditionally dominated the domain of drive syatem.. Although 
ac motors are  superior to dc motors with resp-t to size, weight, rotor inertia. 
efficiency, maximum sped,  reliability, mat, etc.. because of their highly noo-linear 
dynamic structure with strong dynamic interactlona, the  ac motora require more 
mmplcv control schemes than the de moton. During the last t h m  decader, there 
has brrn inten- mearch on the dewlopmat of as drive technelogy. With the rapid 
developments in the field ofpowereirctmoia, micmiestmniaand microcomputers, 
the c-t and petlomanse d a c  driven have been imprwed mnaiderably, which made 
ac drivn viable alternative to dc drives in many ~ p p I i t 1 .  AC drivm have been 
used in a wide range of power rating to date, for both low-paformanse as well 
ar high-performance syatem, and will continue to play a prominent role in drive 
applications in the future[l]. 
Today's motion contml is nn area or technology that emhrsccs ninrg dirrnp 
disciplines. such a. cl~tr ical  motor.. pwer .emiconduetor devirra, co#!voner cir- 
cuits, dedicated hardware signal ricctnnics. control theor!, micnuo~npatnr. VI.Si 
circuits and rophisticald computeraided deaign techniqunr2] ((Figure 1.1). Each .l 
the component discipline8 is undergoing an evoi;olulionary process. and is rontrihuti~~g 
to the total advancemmt of motor contml technology. 
The conventional linear controllers such a PI (proportionmi . integni). PID 
(proportional. i n t end .  derivative) haw been uxd in many appihntiona. However. 
since there controllera with fixed parameters are sensitive to piant parameter varin. 
tions and load disturbance, perfarmannaf the motor drives MI~PJ with operating 
conditions, and it is also diffi~ult lo change controller parameten Lath on.iine and 
off-line. Themfore, the mnventional linear control technique can no loner satilly 
the stringent requirement placedon high.prbrmmce driwappltations, auch s. far1 
response. loss minimisation. fault tolerance, parameter-inrensitivity and mburitne~r. 
In recent years, research papera have extensively discussed the use of modern control 
techniques, such as optimal and adaptive rontml theorin. and powerful micmcom. 
pulers, such M the Transputer, io motoc d ~ i v e  ayatem.. 
Field-orienkd cootml technique an now being acccpkd almmt uniraal ly  for 
high pnformance as motor drive.. Campared with the d im1  field-orientation 
metbod, t h e  indirect field-orientation method avoids the requirement of flux ar- 
quisition by luiy knom motor parameters to capu t c the  appropriate motor slip 
frequency t o  obtain the desired Eux pmition. Therefore, this acheme is rimple la 
implement than the direct method. 
Optimal mntml theory, suchas Pontryagin'r minimumprincipk,or thedynamic 
Figure 1.1: blotor control sy~tem-An interdisciplinary technolow. 1'21 
programming Whhnique, which ia based on extensive iterative computation, can be 
generally applied to a ringic optimd profileof theddvesyatcm. Theoptimal precom- 
puted pmfiie can he generated, fa exampie, m the ba i a  of minimum time of transit 
or minimum energy conrumption subject to a number of control coostrainta[2). 
i t  is h o m i n g  increasingly important lo reduce the  encry. l o u ~  in adjustable. 
s p e d  electric motor drives of industrial aod transportation ryatema due to the high 
m a  of energ,. Typical field-oriented conlml of sc moton use curtent loop sampling 
rates of5 t o  10 KHn. This impliea that the controller murt pmcrir the control a l p  
r i thm within IW t o  ZM pa[3]. Modern control tmhniques, such as optimal mntml 
and adaptive control, can meel the n& of high.performanee drive applications, 
but thm realization of theae tshniqua is generally difficult becaw of large t ime 
critical mmputalion rrquirementr. Thw, rome interesting archiktures af 32-bit 
machine such as the Transputer can considerably enhance the capabilities of mi- 
crocamputcrs. Since the Transputer allows high-wsoiution nignd proo.rring, it ir 
uscfui in high.performancedrivca using modern eontmi thporien and is lib4y to play 
an incwasingly important role in future imbedded control implenantntiass[il. 
The Transputer isa powerful micmpmcersar which has bwn specilicnllg designnl 
for parallel pmcesring. The sped of parallel processing techniques has the poletitin1 
of creating a fiexible and high performance conttoller [I). Thewlorr. Tmnsputsr. 
b e d  parallel pmcesing of high performance ac nlotor drive, can be a good mlutiou 
for fast dynamic cskulation, fiexible architecture and interactive control in order to 
aehiex both pucpaaa ot high performance and lass minimization of hc m o m  driven. 
The aim of this study is to investigate the application of mulliplc Transputers 
in parallel processing of h d i w l  field-oriented vector mntml employing Imr mini. 
mizatbn for high performance ac motor drives. A new scheme is proposed based 
on the use r f  e multiple Transpuler system lor the  real-time parallel pmccsring 
implementation of the indimt  field-oriented control scheme incorporating the lor8 
mioimimtion strategy. hrser in ac motor drlvn are studied and verified hy ex- 
periments. Computer simulation rnulta e l  trislr using five Transputers and reaulta 
of experimenta using lour Transputers for pnxeaing are presented in the 
thcais. It is ahown that high performance as well as significant energy r lv ing urn 
be achieved by the  pmpaed scheme. 
This thesis is organized into six chaphers ar lollowr: 
Chapter 2 pmenla a rev* of the previous work on energy efficient mntml of u: 
motor drives as well ss the Transputer. and pmcwing lor ac motor dr iva .  
The fundamental principleof indirect field.orienld conlml of ac motor drivea ia dao 
briefly a d d 4  in thin chapter. 
In Chapter 3, iorrer in ac motordriver arestudied in detail h? theoretical dcriva. 
tion and experimental verification. The results of the study show that rignificai 
energy savings can he achieved lor operation at light torque loads for all speeds. 
and far torque loads near the r a l d  d u e  under low-speed operation, An indirect 
field.oriented rontml method incorporating a lass minimization control strategy in 
aa adaptive contml technique is proposed. The model of an a= motor for the field. 
oriented control ir also pmmted. I t  is shown that an indirect field-oriented contml 
scheme with a variable frequency b s  minimization control syrtem ran m e t  the 
needs of high.prformancc drive applicationr. 
Chapter 4 propores a new scheme of using multiple Tiansputers for the parallel 
processing implemcntatio~ of the pmpmed indirect field-oriented contml acheme 
employing the losa minimization rtratew. The fundamental principles d parallel 
pmceaing and the Transputer are presented. The hardware and software details of 
a parallel pmceuing whnneuring five T800 Transputers are proposed toemulate the 
partitioned algorithms br real-time contml studies. Execution times of the control 
process using one (and five) Tranaputer(r) are also investigated. I t  is shwn that the 
mtrltiple Transputer system can he s gwd solution for parallel procaing to fully 
cxpbm the inherent advantages ofteal.time diQtal contml d ae motor drivn. 
Chapter 5 pmvidcs the digital airnulation and experimental maulla of the pm- 
posed Ranaputcr.bud parallel proaaaing =hare for ore motor drivn. I t  demorn- 
rtratea that the p m p d  arkmecan r rb iweb th  the potential for high performance 
of a< motor dr ive and si(plificant mergy aavinp. 
In Chapter 6. concluriooa and au~esliona for further research are made. 
Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
In this chapter, a survey of previous work on energy efficient contml of ac ntotor 
drives as \veil e the Transputem and parallel pmessing for sc motor d r i w  is pre- 
sented. Therurvey is divided into four sections: the revicwafenerw efficirnt~antml 
d ac motma. field-oriented control, lors minimization hwd on the field.oricnmlinn 
and adaptive control schemes, and the review of Transputer8 and parallel pmrcnsing 
for high performance ac moMr drive. 
2.1 Energy EfRcient Control 
The subject of how toreduce theenergy loares in adjustablc.speed ar motar drives 
used in industrial and tramportalion system. has heen studied for several dead-. 
in 1970, Tdvitx rod Klingahirnlbj originally introduced the idea d improving the 
efficiency of ar motors and showed that the aptimum dficicncy of .s motor ddvn  
can be found by combination of stator voltage md  frequency for a given aped and 
load torque. Though they made s lot of urumptions br aimpiilying the mmplex 
pmblrm. the pad tnnd of thcl results nu correct. 
Soia[6l[i] further inr~ltigated the subject and s u w t e d  [hat encru could he 
raved at light load by restoring the proper balance between no-load lorre and losses 
under iod.  He introduced aTriac ac voltage mntrolier at the input to &single-phase 
motor[8). When a motor was operating in steady state. the controller reduced the 
motor witage aa a function of load (stator current), consequently reducing the air 
gap flux density, iron Iws, magnetizing current and stator copper l w .  The succear 
01 this technique war simplicity of both the cmtrol strategy and the converter. and 
erective for motors that  oprate  with a varying load torque. 
Cailer[9] p ropod  a lcedhack mntrol rptcm for energy efficient control of an 
induction motor driven vehicle. The block diagram of the s p t m  is shown in Figure 
2.1. He wed a linear torque control technique and linear optimal control method 
in the development of a minimum energy 10% controller. Simulation rrsult* -err 
presented to show that the scheme muld improve the energy utilization by the use 
01 maximum efficiency alip frequency. But he neglected the core Imaea, and his 
technique nlied heavily on the knowledge of the component values of his equivalent 
circuit d the induction motor. 
Jian ct a1.[101 studied the relationship betwean maximum efficiency and motor 
slip. They used the motor slip as acontmi quantity and showed that with a linear 
model of ae motor, there exists for dl  value of the Id torque s unique value d 
the alip which maviminn efficiency. Howeyer, their model did not aemunt for the 
influence of saturation on the motor paramelm. 
In 1983, Kuako el al.[lll p-td a general survey reparting theoretical mal- 
yrir of the losr minimization in ac motor drive systems. They propwed that the 
maximum efficiency could be achieved a t  any speed and toque operating point by 
enforcing a precaiculated relation betryeen threp motor varinbler: .lator WII~~.., 
stnlor frcqucncy and slip. They slm rupestcd an opcn-loop eontrnllcr as ~ W U  ill 
Figure ?.?. Their controller tried to solve the optimization prohles~. nncl m c n n ~ n ~ ~ l  
the power input lo the drire and adjusted the oulput of the contwller xultil III,. 
optimum p i n t  waa reached. Although a solution to the l a r  n~inimirntion pmi>lrn) 
rs achirrrd. they also nqlected de influence of saturation. 
Park el aI.[i21 calculated a sub-optimal value of the slip freqaeury for n slip 
<antrolled curvent source inverter to achiew the maximum cffieicsry d ar ~nntar 
d r i ~ ~ 1 .  They also ealculat~d the relationship between the de link wrrcnt ntld the 
slip frequent?, which minimizes the motor ioara at light id. The rxperimntrl 
msultr obtained with this system showed subtantial powec sv ing .  
Park el a1.[131 reported the use 01 miemproeerar for optimal efficiency clrivcs. 
Their scheme waa designed to  operate at the optimal efficiency slip tracking by 
adjusting the voltage to  frequency ratio. All the control loops i n  the =hen= w e  
implemented using 2-80 mkropmmaors. 
Recently. Famouri e l  d.(i4] pr-lcd a pncticaldaptivcmntml method lor lou 
minirmzation cmtwl  of induction motor while maintaining any puticlrlar torque- 
aped load point. Figure 2.3 shows the block diqram of the adaptive contmller. 
This method war suitable for nonlinear torque.sped characterirtiu, rurh m a  fan 
or pump load. 
Since the field-oriented mntml d ac motor drivm c m  demupk the two compo- 
nents of stator cunent and pmvide independent conlml of torque flux ra in =pa- 
rately excited dc motor, i t  cm sehievc both arilisfmtory stdy-s late and tranaienl 
performance. Cnnparing d i m t  and indirect field-oricnlad mdhodr, the later is row 
F i g ~  2.1: Block diagram of the vehicle propulsion and control sptcm. [9] 
Fipm 2.2: Black diagam of the open-loop minimum.lors mntmllcr. [ll] 
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the adaptive controller, [la] 
sidered ar the moat practical aystem due to its variolu merits such aa no required 
flux renaor and higher reliability of flux measument, ele. 
In the next mtion, the fundsmenld principle 01 the conventional fleld.oriented 
driw system is briefly discussed. More papers concerning fleld-orientation b e d  
larr minimization contml will be r e v i d  in Section 2.3. 
2.2 Principles of Indirect Field-Oriented Control 
of AC Motors 
Fie1d.oriente.d control techniques are now being accepted almost universally for 
lhigh performance a< motor driver. Such control methods were developed in Cer- 
many in the early 1970's. Blaschkc[l5] originally introduced the direct method of 
field-oriented control and HassejlG] developed the indirect method. Summoua con- 
tributions have been made in these areas to date[ld]-[all. 
The concept of field-oriented rontml ir based on decoupling the  stator current 
ihto torque and magnetizing components to give the equivalent of de motor con- 
trol characteristics. VasllOl d i s e u ~ e d  in detail three type. of field-oriented control. 
namely, the rolor.flus-. the stato~flux-. and the m&gnetizing~flux-oriented contml 
including the details of the direct and indimt  implementations. 
Since the general principle of field-oriented contml ig well etablirhed in the 
literature, only the the basic equations of the control methods ars presented here. 
Tlte more detdledexpmsion and derivation of the principles ean be found in several 
related references [401 and [41]. 
It ir well known that an ae motor can be represenbed by the followin& nonlinear 
dynamic differential equations in d - q axes fixed in the stator with the reference 
ares rotating a t  ryn-hronour speed 4,: 
us. =Reid, + % -u.& (2.2) 
T. = 2(Ad.i, .  - . \ , , id. (2.9) 
If the rotor flux vector isentirely aligned with thed-axis, then the rotor flux hpr 
only a d-is component. That is, 
A,. = 0 (2.10) 
Thus, equation 2.i bemms 
i, = -hi 
L. " 
Substituting equation 2.10 into 2.9 give, 
1:qttationr 2.1. 2.8 and ?.I0 yield a relation between id, and 4: 
(R, + %)A* = R,L.id, (2.131 
Equations 2.12 and 2.13 completely describe the dynamic bchaviourof the ac motor. 
In the steady slate, equation ?.I3 becomer, 
Substituting equation 2.11 into equations 2.9 gives, 
T. = = g i b i , , .  L. (2.15) 
Equation 2.15 is similar in characteristic to  dc shunt maton in which torque and 
flux can be contmlled by id. md i, repstively. 
Equations 2.3 and 2.11 give the value of slip frequency needed to  keep this 
orientation of the refernee tram. Substituting equations 2.10 and 2.11 into 2.3, 
and aauming mnrtant id., the elation for the slip frequency can becbtsined, 
.* = (.,-.,) =L-R.'-=(R,b 
L. Ad. L, 4.. (2.16) 
The implemeotatlonr of field-oriented control of ac motor d r i m  are rlauified 
according to  the method used to realize theorientation condition, equation 2.10. In 
the indirect ficld.orientedcontm1, m n r a u d  value, afu, and i,, are uaed to calculate 
the stator frequency u, fmm equation 2.16. This particular choice ofinrtantanerms 
atator frrqueocy aligns the d-axia of the d m c e  frame with the cotor flux and 
equation 2.10 results. 
Two types of typical i n d i r ~ t  f i ~ l d  oriented ro~ttrol ayrtcnn nm rhosv~> in Figtlrer 
2 4  and 2.5. Figure 2.4 ia cotnmonlr used for a controlled cucrcnt xoarcr. and figure 
?.5 is used for a controlled voltage source. 
In field-oriented control ayatems. the Rux command & is ronlmonlg kept n,~t- 
ntant to maintain a constant flux level. A speed (or position) Imp ir ~~sccl  that 
regulate the torque command i;, to obtain proper torque to satisfy the outpu! 
speed (or position). 
2.3 Loss Minimization Based on Field-Oriented 
Control 
Several papen concerning field-orientation bared lorr minimization control ihwe 
been published. 
I n  1983, Peak et a1.[44] designed a sub-optimal mnlrol stnitcgy to reduce the 
total losw. in a field-oriented induction motar drive system. They analyzed in 
detail the losses i n  the ae motor and the current-fed PWM inverter, and ealculalnl 
a sub-optimal value of the slip frequency and hence a Rux wraua torque program, 
for the drive system. 
Kim et a1.[46] pmented an optimal efficiency drive reheme for a current source 
inverter-fed induction motor by flux control. The dficiency can be substantially 
improved when the motor ir running under lqht loads. The air-gap flux can be 
indirectly cootrolled by adjusting the ststor cunent m d  alip frequency in the drive 
system. But their schemes required an accurate knowldga of the motor paruncle~s 
sl i n  [9][11][13][44] and (451. Because maximum &cimcy alip is more sensitive to 
Figure 2.4: Current aource indirect field-oriented control system. 1351 
I I '  
m:' 
spmd mror 
Fiyre 2.5: Voltage aouno indirect field-aimted mntml system. 1351 
Figure 2.6: Block diagram repreenlation of the prototype ayatem (H.E.S.: Ball- 
effect renwr. FRST: Flux reset eommand).[47] 
thevalue ofmtor rrairtance, and dynamic mcaauremenl of its value is quitediffieult. 
and the implementations of their schemes are not m y .  
Using edirect musumcn t  of the power input and an adaptive arnlml strategy, 
Kimchcn et al.[47) dncribed the implementation of a testing or perturbing mntmllcr 
for minimum lass operation of an indirect field.orjenLed ronlmlled induction motor. 
The bloek diagram repmentation of the pmtotype system ia shown in figure 2.6. 
The principleof the acheme waa that for a given load, if the rhdt  torqueor speed is 
maintained constant, the dcieney of the drive would be maximum when the power 
measured at the inpub of the system waa minimum. Thin acheme did not require 
knowledge d the machine parametns and i t  yielded a true optimum at any Id 
torque and aped. Two Intel8086 microproc-rs m r e d  la the implementation, 
aod because of the limitation of the sampling cycle, i t  was difficult to achieve a high 
perfotn~ancc 01 Reld.oriented controlled motor drive system. 
There haw been sveral papers mently published an the wbjeet. Chcn pi 
n1.1481 applied vwiable.voltage variable.fnquency (VVVF) far the open and c l o d -  
loopefficiency asnalyaia and experimentolac mola. Dynamic programming rchcmn 
were u=d by Lorenz el al. for optimum efficiency clod-cycle operation of field- 
orientation ac motor drive[49], and for optimally selecting the minimum size ma- 
chine and/or obtaining optimd time performaoce from a given maehine[50]. 
Stringent performance rquiremenls lor high performanee a< motor dr iw appli. 
cation8 ace difficult to achieve using conventional microprocesson becaux of the 
limitation of their sampling rate. Transputer-baaed parallel pmcnring in  ac motor 
d r i m  provide f a t  dynamic calculation thua allowing mmplex and efficient lm. 
minimiratition r l rak~les 10 be implemented i n  high performance applieationa. 
2.4 Transputers and Parallel Processing for AC 
Motor Drives 
The Transputer is a p o ~ l f u l  micmproceasor specifically dcaigned for parallel 
processing. Several mearcherr have recently focused their &orb on transputer- 
based puallel pmcnaing f a  electric mo la  d.ivu. In 1888. Joou et al.[59][60] 
originally p-ntcd a acheme which uuaed Transputen for ac motor control. They 
divided the caleulationr of the mnlml algorithm inlo t h m  independent parts: 
I .  voltage generation. 
2. current transformation and mntrol, and 
Figure 2.1: Tasking scheme Lr motor control [with transputer mapping for vcclor 
eontml) [61] 
3. decoupling computation and sped control. 
These three parts were processed in parallel over two or three transputers and 
the rampiing t i m e d  the a n e n t  loop was 250 pa 
Asher et  ai. [64] developed a parallel processing reheme which used two T212 
and one TUlO transputers for the implemenhtioo of m t o r  control scheme, includ. 
ing t w  methods of PWM generation. The pmpored general motor drive tarking 
acheme is shown in Figure 2.7. The low level in the figure conaiats of signal input. 
conditioning, control pmceaing aod actuator for the power convertor. The 
n u t  level c o w  the drive's intelligence, auperviaion and memory. The highest level 
ir urer input/output. 
They implemented t h e  indirect vector m t m l  schemes, namely, 
1. impresad stator voltages with open-lwp stator dynamic mmpns&tion, 
impr~sml stator voltages with current control. or the current-controlled I' 
type12:Il. and 
:I. impressed current method or I-t!.pe[261 
Figures 2.1 and 2.9 show the implementations dtranrputer.haaed V-type (.\leth. 
ads I and 2) and &type vector control strategies (Method 3). mpeeti\vly. I 
in their implementations, the Transputer I ( T I )  is a T414 mounted on a BOO4 
bard resident in  an expansion slot of an IBM AT host computer. I t  works as l 
a %"pervisor" and o v e m  diagnwtic storage and user interface, the parailelirm 
allowing transient performance data to be pasred to the hoat for display, while rcfn- 
ence and control parametera can be user Input and parsed to the control transputer 
alw during drive operation. The hoat computer acts a. a file handler and editor. 
The Tnnsputcra 2 and 3 (T2 and T3) handling the control and actuation are 16 
bit T212 devices. T2 handles sped and lineeurwnt acquisition, speed control, slip 
and inverter frequency calculation, and current acquisition for monitoring. Speed 
is sampled ewry 5 rns while currents are armpled at 250 ps for all the three meth- 
ods. The outputs of T2 are the inverter frequency f ,  and the reference d- and 
q-axis voltage, and these are transmitted to T3 every 250 ps. T3 implements an 
asynchranoua symmetrically ampled PWM generator running with a 2 kHz ear- 
rim, with the modulating waveforma being derived fmm the 2-3-phase transforms. 
Sine and cosine lookup tables are stored in internal RAM and the transputer is fart 
mough to compute pulaewidths in real time, making for a highly prwammabie 
PWM generator. The pulse timea for 3 phmm uc downloaded via link adaptm to 
three 16 bit countera for PWM waveform synthesis. 
Figure 2.8: Implementations of tranaputer-bared V-type vector control strategies. 
wl 
Figure 2.9: Implementations d transputer-bared I-type vector mntml atrstegies. 
[64l 
Sampling t i m e  in the ahove schemes are loo large. and it can be reduced by 
applying scwral methods, for example, using newer enhanced Transputers such sr 
the T121 and T800 with a serial link sped of20 Ybitls, instead of the TI12 they 
used, which operate at 10 blhit/s. 
Harley et al. P] proposed a t h r n  tran?iputer.ba~ed parallel processing far a field 
oriented controlled ac acrvo drive. They investigated how the kidsriented control 
scheme and space vrcbr modulation algorithm can be parlitioned for parallel pro. 
ceasing. then increasing the system's aampling raleand trying to add other features 
lor the drive aystm.  The diagram of the  controller and the aoftwarr 
distribution is shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, respectively. 
The implementation of the hardwm, which is an AIL (and% in loop) system 
developed by Stellenbosch University in South Africa, has some problems, since the 
AIL system h a  a limited sampling dday of 125 ps per chumel. Thodore, the AIL 
system is not suitable lo implement contml systems d the required bandwidth, due 
to  slow I/O and p m t  interrupt fscilitiw. 
In 1991. Harley et al.141 ddressed some issuw in the u s  of the transputer for 
real-time applications of a high performance M motor drive. There isaue included 
crcnt r n p c n s  times, scheduling rtrategle, 110 and real.time k m e l  performance. 
They were still trying to make the real.timc kernel to  form a platform to rupporl 
a hishly programmable and conftgurable drive mntmller, including features such aa 
parameter sampling and user interaction, which were required in high performance 
ac drive contmllers to facilitate, fault tolerance, aclf-tuning and uuaa friendlines. 
Li 1431 pmposed a scheme using five tranrputcra for pddd pm-iq aimuls- 
tion d indirect lield-Miented eontml o( an i n d u r t k  d 0 1 .  Baed on s i m u l r t h  
Figure 2.10: Diagram of the field oriented control and space vestor modulation 
controller. (31 
m-4 
Figure 2.11: Software distribution 131 
trials. mcn%ared execution times 5howed that his rchcme could achieve very short 
prarnaing t i m s  thus meeting fast dynamic control demands. Certain fault'toler- 
ancc tcrts far Trsnrputcr communication link failures or processor failures were also 
reported. 
Bowes at al. presented two tranrpuler.bared mntml schemes for inverter drive.. 
One was for harmonic.eliminstion PWM control 1671 and another was br optimal 
PWM control (681. In 1671, the authocs uacd tbe INMOS transputer-based par- 
allel processing for a new harmonic-elimination PWM strategy for ac drives. m d  
emphasized the concurrent programming ability of the transputer for PWM gem- 
eration. Experimental results of traorputer-mntrolied PWM inverter driver were 
presented thew. In [ a ) ,  the implementation d the INMOS tranaputer-based opti- 
mal PWbl strategy for inverte~induction motor drivesystem were addressed. Li and 
Vcnkalesin 1691 propoled a new ~imulation scheme of five transputer-based parallel 
prowsing far indirect fielddented control of ac motor. 
It can be sen fmm the survey of previous work that, due to the high mst 
of energy and the needs of high performance d ac motor drives, it is nece.aary 
to  develop a Tranrputcr-brwd parallel processing scheme for field-orientad control 
incorporating loss minimization for ac motor drives. This subject will be dixulaed 
in detail in the w t  of the thesis. 
Chapter 3 
Loss Minimization Control of AC 
Motor Drives 
From the previous chapter, we know that significant encry, ravings of ac motor 
drives can be aehieved by several sohemn. In this chapter. losses in ac mobtor drivcs 
have been studied in detail by theowtiesl dnivation and exprimental rrruitl. Since 
the maximumefficiencyof ac mobr driveir a complex functionof the motor parame 
ters, it is therefore necealury to apply an adaptive controller to aehieve the efficiency 
optimiaaion. It is also shown that a proposed Ima minimiation control scheme, 
which inmrporaka :. 1 adaptive control technique in an indirect field-oriented mntml 
method, can achieve the aim of significant energy lavine br ac motor drives. The 
model of an ac motor are briefly addressed and the parameten of the ac motor for 
the experiment ate alao cdcula!xd in this chapter. 
3.1 Losses in AC Motor Drives and Loss Mini- 
mization 
Conrideration of motor loasel is important for st least t h m  remnapll: 
Losses determine the efficiency of the motor and appreciably influence its ap. 
erating cost: 
. La3.e. determine the heating of the motor and hence the rating or power 
output that can be obtained without undue deterioration d the insulation: 
. The voltage drops or current components associated with aupplging the 10s- 
must be properly accounted for in a motor representation. 
Motor efficiency is given by 
ou1put Efficiencg = -
,"put (3.1) 
which can also he emre~sed rn 
EflincnN=inpul--losses=, -* 
rnpu1 ,"put (3.2) 
Efficiency = * outpul + loasea (3.3) 
In general, there are s e w 1  kinds of lesser in an ar nx-ior, and they can be 
categorized into three p u t s  as follows: 
. The copper loaae in stator and mtor windioga, and the stray-load loss. T h e e  
losses are pmportional lo the lguare of the mtor current; 
The imn losr which is caused by hysteresis and eddy mmnts, and the m e  
chsnical ioaaes due to friction and windage; 
The effect of same other nonideal factors, such a rsturatian, skin d e c t  and 
source harmonic. 
This s~clion details losses in nc motor d r i r n  and dsmo~lstmtcr hg thcorctiral 
derivation that potential energv saving. can he achieved. 
3.1.1 Potential Energy Savings 
The behavioui of an ae motor drive can be dexrihed by three independent 
variables, namely, the speed N, the terminal voltage V and frequency f. and by 
the parametersof the motor and its power supply. In a bid.orientedcontml scheme. 
the speed of the ac motor is adjusted by voltage, currmt and/or frequency. The loss 
minimization of the drive and potential enera savings can be found at any aped 
and torque operating point. 
Figure 3.1 shows the steady state sped versus torque characteristics for a girrlt 
operating point, and Figure 3.2 shows the efficiency and loas curves for a particular 
operating point. I t  can be seen fmm the figurer that for caeh l a d  speed and torque. 
therenirt many different rombinationrafstator voltage V and atator frequency I, in  
an inductioo motor opesting in the steady state at an output power characterized 
by a speed w, and a load torque TI. The efficiencies are diKerrnt for different 
combinations and the minimum power input to the ac motor must exist among all 
the poorible wiutians. 
The power input to a motor can be m i n i m i d  br a given aped and torqw load. 
if a proper balance is ntabiisbed within the various loaaea. The flux level must be 
at the center d thia aplimizatioo pmceas. The a r e  loar is directly s function of 
the flux, and flux variation changer the amount of current for a given torque, thus 
fiesting the stator and rotor losaca. 
Kusko et d.[ll] examined the general problem ofloas minimization m d  described 
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Figure 3.1: The operating point on torque-aped curve. [561 
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Pipre 3.2: The efficiency and loases curves of the o p r a t i a  point. 1561 
Figure 3.3: Per-phane equident circuit and definitions used far ac motor analyrir. 
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qualitatively the natum of the solution. They used the equiwlent circuit of Figurc 
3.3 to derive the total mntmllabie iora P, and rhowed that Pt ia a function only of 
the frequency for or given sped and torque. 
Assuming that the friction, windage and the stray load larle. are independent 
of torque a t  constant aped ,  the stator and rotor copper Imes and the mre l a r  can 
be minimized U a given torque beesure they are controlled by the stator voltage 
and frequency. Using equivalent circuit (Figure 3.3) d the ac motor, the total 
controllable loss P,, which includes rotor and copper lma aod core loss, can be 
Equation 3.1 can be rewritten m: 
R = v " [ I ~ ~ R ~  + I 2 f R 1  + I F I ' / R ~ ]  (3.6) 
where the impedances are as defined in Figure 3.3. ZI and Zr a n  functions d the  
frequency and the slip, hence P, is a function of V. J. and R. 
For steady state, we assume that the aped N be conatant. That is to say, only 
J. and V can be varied a reduce the iorr. For a given speed and torque operating 
point. J. and V are dependent. This dependence is  expressed as. 
and 
= T 
lrlJ..N)' 13.8) 
Equation 3.8 can be expressed in terms d the mdor parametma (from Figure 
3.3) as, 
13.9) 
Inserting equation 3.9 into equation 3.5, the controllable b r  is obtained as, 
Figure 3.4: Loss-components for 10D-hp induction motor u function of slip rpm. 
B=1800 rpm. T=l.O p.u. [ill 
The expression rhowr that the controllable lasa P, is r function only of t he  
frequency for a given operating point. 
Figure 3.4 shows the  behaviour of P, for8 100-hp motor at conslant speed and 
toque, where the voltage ir mried u shown to mainlain constant torque. It ir clear 
that t hmia  a minimum low point at 61.4 Hz. 
Now, we c a n  try ta achieve the minimum P, by setting equation 3.10 as. 
Solving equation 3.11 for 1. as a function of torque T and speed rV. the minimum 
loas operation can be achieved. But this equation is t m  difficult tosolre. 1% have 
to neglect the conloas in aguation3.11 in order tosimplify the problem and obtain 
ndosed.form expnssion. Then the rolution ta equation 3.11 1 ~n bc achieb~d as. 
Finally, the  numerical mul ts  of the frequency fm loss minimization can be o b  
tained ar 
f. = soE + (ON + b)  
'V, 
(3.13) 
where o sod b aremnrtanlr  T h e  firat terminequation 3.13 mrrespoods t o  themtor 
speed and the semnd termir a lineat function of thedip frequency whieh varier with 
motor speed. If a = 0, it mema that the  frequency for minimum lass is that the  
slip frequency f, is a mnstmt. The mnstanta o and bsnn be found numerically and 
programmed intoacontmller. Due to t h e  use of Iinrrr motor model,equatioos 3.12 
and 3.13 are n o t  functioosof torqueT, and the value of thecomponents in Figure 
3.1 are fundions only of Nand f. 
Figure 3.5 and 3.6 ahow tho lou components and total controllable Irm for 
an induction motor (75 kW) a t  1.0 pu (1W0 rpm) a p e d  sod variable torque. An 
opcn-lwp minimum loss controller is applied for  the demonstratioo. Figwe 3.5 
aharr the l a s e s  far conventional operation, in which t h e  voltage and frequency are 
adjusted together (roostmt VIHI). As the figure shows. the largest loas component 
ir the core loss P, ar t h e  torque ia d u d .  Figure 3.6 drmonatratn the  l m r s  for 
0 1 . o p  
Figure 3.5: Power losr for mnrtsnt V/Hz operation at mnrtmt aped.[ll) 
Fiyre 3.6: Power Ioaa for minimum laaa operation at conatant a p d . [ l l ]  
minimum loa operation. The voltage is mlucd aa the torque is redacrd. The laqx 
components remain in balance: core loss equals stator plus rotor copper lases. 
Comparing Figure 3.5 with Figum 3.0. we esn find that the total controllahlr 
lorser Pt in the former vary fmm 17 k\V at 1.0 pu torque to 0 kW a t  0.2 pu torcluc. 
a~ wellas P, in the lalter vary from 15 kWat 1.0 pu torque t o3  kW a t  0.2 pa torqtr. 
There figurn also demonstrate that if the loaa mnnponents remain in balance (c.g. 
core loss equals ritator plus rotor copper loar). the ba minimizalion operating point 
can be achieved. 
3.1.2 Losses in AC Motor Drives 
Sincc the losses in ae motor drives is a complex problem, il io difficult lo <om. 
prehend the prohlrm intuitively. If some nomideal factors, e.6 core saturation, skin 
effect and rmrce harmonics, are taken into account, the'mathcmsticd relations be. 
come highly involved. S-alrewarshers havestudied this pmblcm[57] [481. Uaing a 
modified equivalent circuit of induction motor, Kirslen[57] developed aateady atate 
equivalent circuit which includn saturation, stray I d  loaaer, harmonic loaaca, akin 
effect in the mtor bars and the depndence af the core I- on frequency. Figure 
3.7 shows the equivalent circuit. In the following, we diacuas further the loaaes in ac 
motor drives. More details concerning this aubj-t can be found in (341 (381 and [ I ) .  
A. Core lwscs 
The core bss is the sum of the eddy oumnt Imrw and the hyatemia lmaca in 
the stator and mtor of an ac motor. The uprruion for the eddy current loam in 
the atator can be described w. 
we. = P.f2v2 
and the hyrtemia Imxs in the stator ari. 
Wh. = PA~v" 
=11 
Rg 
where. 
y - airgap flux. 
n - empirical coefficient varying b c t w n  1.5 and 2.5. 
J. - per-unit stator eddy current l m  at rated frequency and 1 p.u. aiqap flux. 
& - per-unit stator hyrtcruir loss at rated frequency r o d  1 p.u. airgap Bux. 
Here U. and Rh are dependat on the type of magnetic material and pmportimal 
t o  the volumeof the rtaor. RLplacirlg the stator frequency f by the rotor frequency 
sf. the eddy current loss in the mtor ran he obtained ar. 
- 
IS 
- 
I R 
'f. f 
Figure 3.7: Modified equivalent circuit of induction motor.[57] 
= J*(sJ)'9' 
and the rotor hysteresis b s e s  is given by. 
IVh, = ArJq" .  
Assuming n = 2, the total rotor core I h  is obtained a. 
tV, = FV., + Wh. = 4 1 1  + s ) J r 2  t #*(I + a 2 ) J a d  (3.18) 
B. Saturation Elfert 
Since the magnetic materials in motom are not ideal, an increlse in flax resula 
in a decrease in the mayet ic  permeability. Conaeguently, the eff~livenear nf the 
magnetic material contributing to the overall flux density in the  motor dew-. 
The influenced saturation on mom perbrmance ia introduced in the form of cor- 
rection factors on the magnetizing reactance and the equivalent core loss msidmce. 
In order to incorporate the effect of core a&turatiin in the analyair, the circuit ps; 
cameten R,  and X, in the equivdent circuit are m i u a t d  by noload test for the 
range of airgap flux level under conaiderrlion. P i y x  3.8 ahows the experimentd 
mui tn  for the saturation coefficients C,., C, of If, and .Y,[56]. 
Airgap Flux (p.u.) 
Fiyre 3.8: Saturation meRicienl eurves.[86] 
C. Harmonic  Lmsea 
Voltage and current h m o o i e  losses in ae molor drive ue d u e  to t h e  "on- 
~ii>uroidal nature of the pulac width modulation (PWDII) inverter output wawform. 
The harmonic loraea in the rteady state can be calculated by t h e  Fourier aeries 
method with a n  equivalent circuit at each frequency until the contribution of the 
higher harmonics h m m n  n d i g i b h .  The harmonics occur a t  the positive and ncg. 
ntivesequcnces oflhe k-thorder, where k = Bn h 1 wilh n = pasitiveidegers. The 
harmonic slip of the C t h  order Q thus is, 
where I, is the mechanical speed. The negsliverign applies t o  the forrnrrl m. 
tating harmonic fields and the pmitive eijn to the hackward mtating harrnollie field. 
D. Skin Effect 
When the alternating current travel8 through the eondudor, the cmss effect of 
the nbagoetic and electric fields will cause the current to concentrate its density 
toward the surface. The higher the input frequency, the more pmnouuced the akin 
effect will be. 
Skin effect inAuenm the valueof tho rotor resistance and leakage reaclnnm and 
muld have a significant impact an the motor lmaeaj841. For caged induction mo- 
ton,  skin effect will result in the iocreaae of rotor wistmce and decrease of mtor 
inductance with alip frequency. The benefits arr the increaae of t he  darting torque 
and the reduction of the copper imn in the mtor at steady rtate[52]. 
E. Stray Load Losses 
Stray load laares consist of the l o u n  arising from nonuniform current dirtribu 
tion in the copper and the additional core losscs pmduced in the iron by dirtortim 
of the magnetic Acx by the load current. The stray load losses have only a mall  
impact on mctm paformancea when supplied by a ainuaoidal source. But their in. 
flueme becomn more significant and comparable to the harmonic mppn  lman if 
the motor is fed by am inverter[%]. Honainprll81 su&wtd a model of them loarcs 
using tesistancn connected in parallel with the stator and mtor l e & e  reselmnces. 
He showed that at the fundamental frequency, the additional lmaes an amall (about 
I % of rated output p o w )  and concentrated in the atator since theslip l*small. 
V~ing n ttumericai *arch procedure. hirsehen e l  4. [ail calculated the com. 
hinntion of stator voltage and frqrequenc? which producer the minimum amount of 
lorsps for a given value of speed and load torque. Figure 1.9 presents the diRerencc 
hetrecn the power input obtained with conventional constant volts per hertz con- 
trol and the minimum power input at various Iwd  torquer and apeedr for a specific 
i . 5  hp motor. Figure3.10 shows the samedata ia term, of the relative reduction 
in larses. Figures 3.9 and 8.10 demonstrate that when motors operate outside the 
rated lead condition, the losre. are higher, and therefore the most significant energv 
snvingr can be obtained st light loads. 
3.2 Experimental Results of the Losses and the 
Parameters in an AC Motor 
According to references 1361 P i ]  and (381, the procedures of nc-load and blocked- 
rotor t-ts for ac matorareaddres~d in thissection. Thus, experimental test reaulta 
am to calculate the parsmetera of an ac motor for the experiment and to 
study the lor= in the motor. 
3.2.1 Procedures of No-load and Blocked-Rotor Tests 
From no-load and blocked-rota tntr. all value8 in  the equivalent circuit of an 
induction motor i n  F i y re  3.11 can be obtained. 
0 
SPEED IP.U.1 
Figure 3.9: Calculated reduction in power input for a 7.5 hp test motor (in P.u.). 
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Figure 3.10: Calculated wlltive duction in l o s e  for 17.5 hp t r ~ t  motor. 1471 
Figure 3.11: Equivalent circuit of an induction motor. 
No-Load Test 
The no-load test on ao induction motor gives information with wrped tocxelting 
current and no-load loares. The test ir ordinarily done a t  rated frequency and with 
balanced polypham voltage8 applied to the stator terminals. Readings are taken a t  
rated voltqes. after the motor has been running long eqough lor the bcaringa to he 
properly lubricated. The total mlational laaa at rated vol tas  and frequency under 
load usually is considered to he constant .tnd equal to its n o - I d  value. 
At no load, the rota current ig only the very amall value needed to  produce 
rufficient torque to overcome friction and windage. The n ~ l o a d  rotor I'R la .  
therefore is negligibly small. Thc rotational l a ,  Pn far normal running conditons Is 
where Pd = total polyphue pmnr Input at no load 
1.1 = current per phav a t  oo Id 
h = number of atator phasr. 
/ I ,  = rtnlor rrsi3tante per phabe 
Urranc the slip a1 no load ia very small, the reflected colored rotor rciirtancr 
5 is very large. The parallel combination of mtor and magnetizing branches then 
hrcona~ j . 6  shunted by a very high resistance. and the reactance of this parallel 
cornhination therefom nearly equals .Y,. Conlcquently the apparent reactance .Y.I 
measured at the stator terminal. at no load very nearly quab .Y, + .Y,, which is 
the *If-reactance ?(I, of the stator, that is 
The self-rraetancc of the naor can therefore be determined fmm the instrument 
madings nt no load. For a %phase ac motor with star-connection, the magnitude of 
the no.imd impedance 2.1 per phse is 
Z", = V.I fit", (3.24) 
where V., = line-toline terminal wtage in the noioad l e t .  
The nc-lmd resistance R,, is 
Usually the noload p- factor iaabout 0.1, ao that the no-load Mctann very 
nearly equals the no-load impedance. 
Blocked-Rotor Test 
Tile blocked.rotor tcst provides information on the leakage ituprda~res. Tit*, 
rotor is blocked and balanced polyphasevollaga are applied to  thertator terrniuais. 
The leakage impedance of an induction motor may be nffectcd II\. tnq~,clir mt. 
"ration d the leahge-flux paths and by mtor frequency, The ihlorked ihnpt~lnnn. 
may also be afccted by rotor position, although this effect generally ir atnnll will) 
cage raton. The blocked-rotor test ghorrid be taken under conditions olcurrent and 
rotor frequency appmximately theramcaa thoseeriatingin theoperating condition. 
A frequency d 25 percent of rated lrequency is suggested in [%I. The total 
leakage reactance a t  normal frequency eao he obtained from this test d u e  by cow 
oidering the reactance to be pmportional to frequency. The blocked impdancecan 
he memured directly at normal frequency. 
If the exciting current ia neglected, the blocked-rotor reactance .YM. mrrccted to 
normal frequency, equals the rum of the nmmal-frequency atator m d  mtor leakage 
reactances X, and X.. The performance of the motor is relalively littlc affected 
by the way in which the total leakage reactance X. + .Y, is distributed h e l m  
stator and rotor. Table 3.1 shows the empirical distribution of leakage reactances in 
induction motors. 
The magnetizing reactance .Y, can be obtained from the "&load lest and the 
value of X, as 
.Y, = X., - X. (3.27) 
Because h'. can be considered a. its dc value. R then can be calculated u 
follavr 
l'ahlr 8.1: Empirical distribution of leakage reactances in induction motors. P6j 
Pmctlon or 
x, + x, 
-. . 
Mob. r1.r Ds.c.(ptlom X ,  Xz 
. 
A Normal starting torquo, normal starting current 0.3 0.5 
B Normal starting torque, low starting currant 0.4 0.6 
C High starting torque, low starting current 0.3 0.i 
U High sterring toque. high d i p  0.5 0.5 
Wound mtor 
- 
0.5 0.5 
. 
Fmm the blockcd~rotor test, the blocked resistance Rbt can be computd  by 
means of s relation similar to equation 3.25. The difference value R between the 
blocked resistance Rw and the s tabr  reislance R. can be determined from teat 
d a a .  That is 
R =  Rw-R ,  (3.28) 
Fmm the equivalrnl ricuit (Figure 3.11), with s = 1, R is the reirtive part of 
the combination of R + j.Y. in parallel with j.&; thus 
(3.2'3) 
where .t'n = S, + X, is theself-reactanceof the m b r .  if .& is greakr than 1 O R  
rs is ustially the case, Ins than I persent error results lrom u a i q  the approximate 
form of equation 3.29. Substituting it into equation 3.28, R ran be obtained ar, 
R. = ~(2)'  = (h- 8.)e)' (3.30) 
Fmm the equations 3.22 - 3.30, a11 the parameten io the equivalent circuit d 
the induction motor (Figure 3.11) ue obtained. T h n e  paruneten can he urd to 
compute the motor performance under lord. I n  Chapter 5. tlterc immn~tcrr rill 
he used in real-time cantmi of the indimrt fieid.oriestation ~rhm,eenrplo?ing 1n.r 
minimization atrate&.. 
3.2.2 Test Results of the Parameters and the Losses in an 
AC Motor 
According to the testing prmdurcr addressed a b w ,  experimental n u i t s  arc 
presented to calculate the parameters of an ac motor for the expcrinlent and to 
study the iwser in the motor as follows. 
Parameters of An AC Motor 
The nameplate data ol  the tested mator are list in Appendix A-1. Using Type 
2501 Digital AC Pauer Meter and 8010A Digital Muitimeterr. several test data am 
obtained ar $Uowa: 
I. Test I: Noioad Test at 60 Ha: 
Applied mlt* & = 208 V, Average line current ht = 2.91 A. 
P o w  P = 429 W, Sped = 1792 rpm. 
2. Tert 2: Blocked-Rotor Test at 15 Hz: 
3. Test 3: Blocked-Rotor Test at 60 HE: 
111 = 208 \: 1 = 41.5 A ,  P = Si4i  \\'. 
I. Tert 1: DC Resistance Per Stator Phase: 
Csing HP 4328A miilbhmmcter. theaverage dc resistance per stator phase i s  
measured as: 
Based on the above test results and the equations 3.22 - 3.30 sn well a. Table 
3.1, all the parameters in the equivalent circuit (Figure 3.11) are cdcuiated: 
From Test 1 and equation 3.22. P, = 331 W. 
From Test I and equations 3.21 - 3.26. 
Z;, = 2.11 n/phsx at 15 Hz. & = 1.50 fl. X; = 1.53 Rat  l5 Hz. 
and .Xu = 6.12 fl. 
As urual. ur choose the motor with normal starting torque low starting current 
type. According to Table 3.1, this is deign class B, thua. 
and by equation 3.27, .Y. = 35.5 fllphaae. 
From test 4 as well as equations 3.28 and 3.30: 
The equivalent circuit parameters o( the motor are listed i n  Appendix A-I. 
Loaaea in An AC Motor 
I. Test I: Test with Uechmicai h d :  
Since the power of noload test ir 129 W. Lc mechanical load T. is 
2. Test 2: Power lnpul for DilTerenl Speeds: 
Figure 3.12 shows the 1 s t  of the p o w  input for difercnt speeds of tinew 
motor u..o mechanical load and 4% W electrical load. The inpul voltage ir 
reduced as the speed is reduced. The aped is changed from 866 rpm (Tbc 
auppiy frequency is 30 Ha.) to 1723 rpm (This ia rated sped.). The figure 
show the input power varies from 9W W to 1939 W. 
3. Stator PR 1-3: 129.6 W. 
1. Air-gap power P,: P, 5 8715 - 129.6 = 8615.4 W. 
S. Cacuialed Internal Starling Torque T.,,,: 
Since w. = 188.5 rad / r. T,,,, = = 45.7 N m. 
In Chapter 5, some more test wulla are prnented 
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Figure 3.12: Power input for different apeeda 
Loss Minimization of AC Drive System Us- 
ing Adaptive Controller 
From the previous analysis and experimental rnuits we cal  conclude tbm ripsif. 
icant encro ravings can be achieved, i f  an ar motor works at the aplin~nl apt'mliug 
point. However. the optimal combination of nirgap flux and slip frequency (anal 
hence of stator voltage and frequency) is a complex function of the load tonla and 
speed as well as the motor parametma. 
Since theobjectiveofoptimalmntrol is to minimize the loasen for ngiveno!ttpul 
powm. the bn t  results can be obtained when the input power is measured and 
considered as the <ontmlled variable. But mnvmtional fedbaek control systenl 
cannot solve the complex problem. becauw there i* no an input power signal as one 
d the system"l input reference values. Therefore, in order to achieve the cWcietlcy 
~~tirnization, i t  is necessary to apply an adaplivecantroiicr, which i r  able to adjlwt 
an actuating variable until i t  detects a minimum in the input power. 
Figure 3.13 ghowa a simple block d i a g m  of the pmpacd lass minimiartion 
mntrol system which incorporates an adaptive mntml technique i n  an indirrrt field. 
oriented control schane[B]. 
In thi. section, the model of an ae motor is briefly addressed. The operation of 
field orientation with variable flux control system, and the pmpoaed b r  minirnizb 
tion mntrol system which incorporate. ao adaptive control technique in an indirect 
field-oriented mntrol m h m  are further discussed. 
Power 
Supply Inverter 
Power 
Transducer 
Motor 
Figure 3.13: Brid block diagram d the loas minimization control x h m .  
3.3.1 Modelling of Indirect Field-Oriented Control of an 
AC Motor 
For analyzing the field orientation of ac motor driver, it is useful to di$~nlly 
simulate the overall ac motor contml schemes. Hence, it ir nerersnry to abtaitl n 
model d the ac motor. The cleet~icsi dynamics of an ac moto! can bc rrprcsrt~trll 
by a fourth.order nonlinear equation which may be either In e stationary rcfcrer~n 
frame (Stanley equation), or in a rynchmnously mlding reference f ranrpt ) .  
Several rewarchm have studied the subject of modeis of ae motors and/or ficld 
orientation of ar motor d t ivn [20][28][3111321135] and 1431. In the following, n m d c l  
of Reld-oriented control of I voltagcfed ac motor for rimulation is derived, which is 
refemd from 1431. 
Usually, the motor model is r e p e n t e d  in the twc-axis system, 0-8 reference 
kame. An N-pole induction motor with a short-circuited rotor circuit is character- 
ized by the following equations: 
In the indirect field.oriented control. the required stator voltages u, and u j  arc 
ohrained by the following cmrdinate trsmformations: 
(3.39) 
Three phsre variables in ac motor can be easily transformed from two axes 
wriahln by the following transforrnationa: 
(310) 
The stator cumnt i. and i~ in the s - S reference Came cao be transformed 
to field.ariented unidirectional quantities #a and i, with the following modinate 
trsnaformationa 
The frequency and phase of the mllnge mnqmnmla a. nnnl ( I . ,  in thv rtntil,~t. 
ar? referewe frame for ~strhiiahing the required rotor litnr and astor rurrc,nt on 
contmlied by the slip frequency tw, rhiclt can be calrularcl from erltlnlint~ ?.It;. 
The timedomain model for indirect +Id-oriented cantml of ne motor - a-quaticnnr 
3.31 to 3.38 -, and cmrdinatc tranrformations - equations 3.39 to :$..I" - an, tlrtri 
for digital simulation of the pmposed 1.86 minimization control adcnw~. 
3.3.2 Field-Orientation with Variable Flux Control 
Significant energy saving have heen reported to date for operationm at l igl~l 
torque loads at all speeds. and lor torque loads near the ratel vallrr an.lrr low 
speed operation. 
The flux level mual be reduced when the motor runs at light I d s .  This ir 
dinerent from the conventional field orientstion, where the sole funrlion or thu fltlx 
regulator is to maintain the mtor flux as clox iu possible to its rated valore. Sirlre 
the rotor flux remains mnrtant. the torque follows instantanmusly and exactly thr 
variations of the +axis component of the stator current. However, the quantity of 
rotor flux aRects d imt ly  the repartitbn of losan and isaimply m ls ld  to the d-axis 
component of the stator current. Therefore. i t  also can mnstitutc m cxellent tml  
for improving the efficiency of ac motor drive, Equations 2.13 and 2.11 reveal the 
relationship among t h e  quantities. 
But the reduction of the flux lewd slows down the system rnponw to a l o d  
change and decrrva the peak torque that can be developed by the motor. T h i ~  
Figure S.11: The optimalcfficicncy c u r v e  of dp frame for nonideal cases (saturation. 
harmonic, skin effect) included. 1481 
problem must be solved properly if the system is to maintain high dynamic perfor 
mance. 
Bued on equation 2.13. the relation bet- the torque current and the mtor 
l l ! ~  was found and shown in Figure 3.14 with the torque u a puameter[dq. The 
Ggurc ahowr the required torque current and mtor Rux for various mtor rpmlr  
obtained fmm computer rimulalioo taking oonidcal effects inlo consideration. The 
corresponding field and toque currents are liven in Filure 3.15. Figum 3.14 and 
S.13 show that to rantml an a< motor from one wt of torque and aped to mother 
using field orientation for optimal efficiency at steady state, requit" not I : 'y to 
change the toque cumnt I,,, but also the field current I*. 
Therefore, for the iorr minimization scheme which incorporates the mntml of 
Figure 3.15: The optimal dficiency point of Id. and 1...[48) 
lit.ld rurrcnt with field orientation. the flux level t o  assure gufficicnt torque and 
lnrt rsapotmc in transient rtatc must be considered. \\'hen a large increase occurs 
in torque due t o  a light load. lor flux. maximum efficiency operating point can he 
nchiewdonly by increasing hoththeq.axis component ofrtstor eurient and the rotor 
flux. The spwd of response of the q-axis stator current is only limited by the poles 
of the rqulator and by the inverter voltage available t o  lorre a current thmugh the 
stator circuit. Equation 2.13 alrorhowr that the flux response inwibwthc mtor time 
con5tant L./R. in addition t o  the limitations 01 the current regulator. In Chapter 5. 
this subject will be di8russed lurther. and simulation ar w l l  aa experimental results 
will be presented t o  show how the problem la solved. 
Scwral cloacd.loop loss minimization control schema have hem presented to 
date. rueh u Figum 2.6 and 2.3 mentioned in Chapter 2. 
The derivation of transfer functions 01 a field.orirnted control ryrtcm is given in 
[ A i l .  along with a n d y ~ a  d the impact dflux l n r l  reduction on the damping of the 
r p d  controller and an the maximum torque. Assuming that the mwhanical part 
o l  r drive system is governed by: 
and the elwtromagnetic torque is. 
t = A;,,. (3.41) 
If the sped is controlled by r proportional plus integral (PI) oontmllet using i;, 
aa the a d u a t i q  variable, the following equation la obtained. 
The rmnii signal transfir l~mnction relating  he .pmi la i ts  reCrewr it, a iil.iqi 
orrented drive can ha derived rd. 
,:I.llil 
where 
A;,. = "a,.. 
L .  l : i , l i l  
and Ad., is the valueof the fiux amund which the linearization i, carr id  our. 
Equation 3.46 shows that the damping oflhe a?stcm dccreuus with t he  mtor 
flux level. Due t o  thcsimplidty of thedynamics of ficldorientedcontrol, i t  hn. i h n  
suua t cd  in  1191 that this duc t i on  can be pmportisnai t o  the gain ai the ,peed 
conlmiier. 
Baaed on the preview work(S3][%5], the p ropmd  i-9 minimiution control scheme 
is  presented hem. In order to achieve the minimum larws in  ar moer drive.. an 
adaptive cmtmiler is designed for the propwd scheme. Figun 3.16 pmcnta the 
block diagnm of the pmpmed rcheme which incorparalu an adaptivcmntroller in 
an i nd im t  field orientation lor dmuiation. F i y e  3.11 show. the block diagramor 
thcpmpwed ~ h e w b r  experiment. This setup is explained indetail in Chapter 3. 
The p r o d  loss minimization mnlrol syrwm is b u d  oo the cancapt that C 
a given load, l i t h e  ahdt toque o r  rprrd i s  Mitntaind conrtml, the dc iency o i  
the drive will be maximum when the pwer meuured at the input of the syrtrm 
is  mioimum. An adaptive molmiler thcrrforc rm steer the spkm to  its op t imm 
opnating point b y  iteratively d jur t ing a contmlling w i r b l e  until it d e ~ t s  a mi* 
Figure 3.16: Block dilyam of the p m p c d   lor^ rninimiza~i~t~ mntml scheme for 
rimulatioo. 

Figure 3.18: Brief tkwhart d the adaptive contmller pmgram. 
!mum in the mcarured poxer input. Fijure 3.iJ shows the brief flowchart of !Itl, 
adaptive controller program. 
Thil method docs not require the knowledge of the motor pnrnn>etcrr and br. 
minimization can be obtained for ail speed and torque operating points. it 
be readily implemented on any motor and with different types of inrmrrr. ntld 
is perfectly robust and cm adapt the  variations in motor parameters such as ntl 
increase in rotor rnistance possibly due to a rise in motor temperature. 
The field.arientcd controller in the  proposed scheme is of the  indirect type. It 
does not require a flux sensor. and thus is ease to implcmcnt. The controller rclin 
on a measured value of the shaft s p e d  and a calculated %a.iue of the slip fqueguenr). 
to realize the field oricfitatia,: for the steady-rtetc md transient operation. 
The principle, digital simulation and implmentation of the  pmpowd scheme by 
transputer-based parallel processing will be further discussed in Chapters I and 5. 
3.4 Summary 
Bared on the above analyw it is clear that significant energy can he 
achiend for operation at light torque loads for all ,peed.. and b r  torque Imdr near 
the n k d  value under kwrpeed operatian. The rotor flux ir indeed ooe of the mu. 
trolled variables m d  provides d i m t  m t m l  d the distribution of ioaaea. Momvet. 
field-oricotedmatml x h e m  realizes the  b e t  dmoupliag b c l m n  I1.r flnx md torque 
contmi Imps, simplifying geat ly  the deign d the daptive contmller. A variable 
frequency loan minimization control system with an indirect field-orimtd mntrol 
r c h m  can meet the needs of high-pdomance drive applicationn. The dynuniu 
~ r f  n fi-lcl.oricnted control rchcme are ric.~plc and the implications of operation nt 
ducr , l  Hllr ran therefore be easily determined and remedial mesurer develapcd. 
But the maximum efficknc? is acomplexfunctionof the motor parameters. L is 
therefore ncrasar? to appl!. an adaptive contmller to achieveefficiency optimizaeion. 
The, .oposed lorr minimization control scheme. which inmrporats an adaptive con. 
tmller i n  an indirect field oriented control scheme. can potentially achieve rigniflmnt 
energy ravings br ac motor dr ive.  
There har been a rrcent in ters t  in applying modem contml theories to ac motor 
coutrol qxtcms. However, the resulting complexity af mntml algorithms such as the 
indirect field.oricnted control leads to a heavy computation burden on computcrr. 
In such caner, the execution t ime in  a real.lime control system becomes critical. 
Therrforc, without parallel procnsiw and/or f u r  real-time pmcnwrr .  applying 
modern conlmi theory to ac motor mn tm l  systems is in  general difficult. The 
multiple Transputer system can be 8 g w d  solution for parallel procesing t e  fully 
explore the inherent advantages of real-time digital contml of ac motor drives. This 
subject ia discussed in  detail in  the next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Transputer-Based Parallel 
Processing Realization of Motor 
Control 
>ficmpmcemr b w d  digital contml of high performance ac motor d r i w  ofera 
the potential fur f a t  dynamic cdculation. flexible architecture ar.d interactive mn. 
tml tmi. For field.orienld contrdof an acmotor, it has current loopsampling catn 
of 5 to 10 KHz. This implin that the controller must prmea the mntml algorithms 
within 100 0 2W pa[3]. Using five Transputen, simulation results in 1431 demon. 
strated that this gwl can be achieved. On the other hand, for hi&perlormance 
drive applications, ronvcotional linear contmllns (PI. PID) cannot achieve the strin. 
gent performance q u i m e n t a .  Modern mntml technique, such as optimal mntrol 
and rdaptivemntml, can meet the nrrd,afhigh.performancedriveapplications, but 
require implementation of complex real-time signal pmenrin~ algorithms. Berausc 
multipmcea~or rolutiona based on Von Ncumann architectures communicating via 
common rwurcer-bur or shared memory-have certain diasdvanlages. the new 
pardiel architecture of Transputer which auffen fmm none of t h e  diaadvrntqEs 
is of inteeat for fully exploring the inherent a d v m t a p  d d - t i m  digital mntml 
of ar molar drirrs. Transputer-based parallel procerring of high performance ar 
mator ~ i r i ~ e r  ofern the potrsdial far last dynamic calculation. flexible architecture 
and interactive controi. 
This chapter describes a new scheme uring multiple Transputers for the parallel 
prmrsring and implementation of ficld.orientedcontroi including t h e  10s. minimiza- 
tion r t ra tec,  The fundamental principles of parallel processing md the Transpuler 
arcstated. The hardware and roftwared a parallel processor using fivcT8OO Tram- 
puterr for emulating the partitioned aigerithms for mal.time mntro l  studies and 
uring four Tcmsputm for real.timc contml experiment are presented. Execution 
t imn  of the rontmi procns in  one and five Transputers are also investigated. 
4.1 Transputers and Parallel Architecture 
i lodcrn rontmi techniqun can cxpiicitly impmbe the control system pnior- 
mane. Ho-r, the mul l ing complexity of rontmi dgorithma lead, to a heavy 
computation burden on computers. In  ouch cues, execution t ime in  a real-time 
control sptem k o m n  r r i t ia l .  The aoiutiona can come Imm parallel pmcerrind 
tcrhniquea. 
Unlike thcrqucntialcomputer system basldon tbeVon Neumannarchiteclure. 
the new pardlei arcbiteetureoithe Transputer mhiever its sped b y  dividing up lbc 
composite put8 of  s pmblem and working on them rimultanwu~iy. 
The Trmaputna k i n g  used in the scheme are a.bit(T8W) single chip mitre 
compulen v h i ~ h  ave their auo local memory m d  communierlion links w i t h  clock 
sped, of a MHz. They are gcnetally categorized .s Multiple Instrustion s t m  
\luitipie Dstn I U i Y D l  computers. 
I'ring Transputen. we can n~inirnize the ctecution time of the cootroi nlgo. 
rithms. thus increm thelampiing frequencp which in turn cnnbipr in,plcmrntntios 
of control of gatems with large bzndsidths. Parallci proce8dag systems can nrhitsrc 
real-timrcontroi. pmcera aRcribleconlrai architectureand featurn n high reiishiiitp 
4.1.1 Parallel Processing 
The one of main objectives using computers fcr real-timecontrol is to minimize 
the execution timcof the control algorithm*. There are several method9 to achieve 
this aim: 
Using a single, faat CPU to  increare the execution rate of the processing syg. 
tem. thus enabling i t  to realize the aigorithma in the required time. 
Cling rome apccih architecture, which are f m  fmm the overheads imposed 
by s gncralired solution, t o  achieve the potential for the highest pcrfarmmce. 
r i n g  a parallel or multi-processor method. 
This thesis mnmntratrjen the urc of the parallel procesring method. 
In order for thesystem toaati~fy the reai.time corutraintr, i.e, regular sampling 
of the current, sped and torque at  the required frequency, small ia tmcin betwen 
each task aver difierent Transputers me requid.  Therefore, partition of the loftware 
ia very important, and careful roosidoratim must he given to the dynamic coupling 
miationa within the mntmi algorithm in order to determine the optimal break- 
up of the system functions. Then, r mntml system which contains several nested 
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Fiy re  4.1: Dirtribuled and shared resource syrtemr.[il] 
cont;~i bops. can be directly paralleiircd, and each control iwp can be executed 
concurrently. 
Conventional procerren, both RISC ( Reduced Instruction Set Computer) and 
ClSC (Complex Inrtruetien Set Computer). follow sequential architecturn without 
paraliciirm. Thir means that one task must be completed before the " a t  can begin. 
The parts of a problem are handled one s t  a time, ewn if (hey actually occur 
together and are intarelated. When parallel rystem are modelled with rqucntial 
computers, the impact 01 real.time intmctionr between events ig Imt. Parallel 
computers achieve their aped  by dividing up the compmite parla of a problem and 
working on them rimullaneously. 
Parallel pmcuaing system0 an be divided into two b s i c  categories: shared 
resource and distribulni remurce ayslemr[73], which are shown in F i p r e  4.1. 
Shnrrd resource ryacms errrure the components of n piohlas 011 o,rn.r~i~tional 
CPL'r. Tilcy are connected by s common bur to n shared nlen~ory. Co!tc~brn~nry 
is achieved by time sharing Ihc memorp Sequential processors wed io a *Imnrl 
resource system hare a b n  Sevmann arrhitecturc. Thc perfornmnce iloprovet~>~.~~t 
of the ryntem may not be significant when more than just t h e  of four p r w ~ ~ r m r ~  
ape connected in parallel because memory access timer begin to limit 1l8r S~PISII ill 
which a program can execute. It is only paasiblc to sped up the ~gstert~ by ~nsiup. 
expansion memory that is much 1-ter than the CPTs. 
,A distributed resource system gains speed by partitioning the parallel pans of n 
problem among the hardware nodes of the system. Each node runs its own pmgram 
and indudes a CPT with a I d  memory and facilities that support canrurrmcy. 
Each machineoperate requentiaiiy by fetching an instruction from memory. reudit~g 
an operand. executing the instruction and storing the result. One might attempt 
to overcome the limitation of memory access by adding some dedicated memory to 
each processor in addition to global memor5 The pmblcm of communication may be 
overcomeby using more buses. The Transputer described below adopts this wrlution. 
4.1.2  he aaneputer 
The Tranrputer is a family of 16-hit(T222) and 32-hit(T800) CMOS singk chip 
microcomputers which have their own l a d  memory and communication links; clock 
speeds are in  the range LO - 30 MHz. The Transputer ia apeciflcally degigned for 
parallel procnsing. Traaputera operate M rtand.alone machinn or as pracersing 
elements intaconnectd by their links to form computine lrrayr and networka. The 
architecture of the Transputer enabler a modular design where an arbitrary num- 
1h.r ~f lransputcrr can he u s 4  aa p-sing elements inrermnncc~ed by their iisk, 
to .i,pyur, n hroad range of appiicstioos: the inhncnt ,du"dan<? in nlui,ipror*r- 
*or, can he utilized to achieve favir tolerance. Sewrai prmcnes an be defined 
and run concurrently with interpmcerr communication heinj achier~d using defined 
rommunicarion channels. 
Since the Tianrputmrs arc Yulliple Instruction stream Yultiplc Dala iili.\lDI 
computer. they are used toexecute difcrmt aperations on =pame data a the same 
time. F iyre 1.2rhora the architectureofthe IXlrlOS T800 Tranrpurer. TSOO ir a 
:V2 bit microcomputci with a64 hit floating point unit and graphicssupport. I t  haa I 
lihytnon.chip FAXI lor highspeed pmcnring. amnfigwahlcmcmoryinrafaccand 
four aandrrd IXilOS rommuniritioo links. i t  can directly acccu a linear address 
,pace of .I Cbym. The 32 bit wide memory interfare urn multiplexed data and 
address linm and ~ r w i d e  r data ra ted up to 1 bytea-ry 100 na (I0 Sihytes/uc) 
#under a X7 MHz clmk. The links in the Transputer dim, networks ol Transputer 
family product* lo be consttuaed by direct point-tc-point conoectionr with cxternd 
logic. and the standard operating s p e d  is I0  lb i t r j rec hut can operate at 5 or 20 
.\lhits/rcr E x h  link cm trader data bi-directionally at up to 2.35 hlbyh/rec. 
The 1800 Trao.puter provide a direct imp lm ta t i on  of the mnriycparaing 
mode of parallel computation of imeiy mupied systems. and its atchilecture haa 
hen  designed for eefcimt execution d pmgramr written in  the pardlei pmccaaing 
language Occam. The Transpule development s y r h  provides the environment of 
editing. compiling and mofiguring the pmceaca ta run on the Transputer network. 
Parallel prmnriog l y r t cm  can =hien mi-t ime motml aoiution. Bndbiiity of 
contmi architecture rod high reliability ofconlmi aystnn. But with the movmtional 
Figure 4.2: INMOS TBW architccture.[l5] 
1. .4 .hared resource hrcamcr a boltienmk and therefore. limits system expan. 
.ion. 
2. Expansion of the system is dificuit due to complexity. 
:I. Bur arbitration logic is necnraw. which increws camplcxitp cost and chip 
<aunt. 
I. .\lultiprocnsor bus layout rufferr from high track densities. capacitance and 
cost problems. 
5. Softwre development is cumbersome and it is left to the pmgrammcr ta es- 
tablish the parallelism using Ianyagn inherently deigned for sequential pm- 
ccsrors and programs. 
The Tmnrputer suffna from none of the above disadvantage. It is a parallel 
mirmpracsor. generally categorized aa an MIYD, with four standard a r i d  cem- 
munication links. Tranrputers do not share a common bw,  but instead exchange 
m a r q n  through theirown high-sped .trial links. Each link is a faat, synchronous. 
full-duplex channel uaed to  provide pairwile connection of Transputer nodes. Thew 
canolctiona can be configured on a variety of topologin such ar rings, mays, and 
pipelines. More detail, about TBOO Tranrputer can be lound in (i51. 
4.1.3 Parallel Processing by Transputers 
Performance maximization ia neceaary if the full potential is to be obtained 
fmm a particular Transputer implementation. The following has bet1 s u g p t e d  in 
\laking use of the on-chip memory. The intvrnal nlenlorg ey<ler an, nl,l,rur. 
imately I times fmrcr than the cxrcrnnl mernoy\. cycin. iimcc to nenri~~,iz~ 
performance. the mat  frequently nccmed mriablcs should hr piarell in ihul.r- 
nal memory. 
Abbreviations. Abbreviations can be used to bring non local variahl* into 
scope. thereby removing static chaining. Abbreviation* can also rpml up 
execution by removing the necessity lor range checking inrtruttiasa. 
. Retyping. This can speed up bit and byte extraction from a word 
Deeoupling communication and mmpulation. To avoid the links waitins on 
the Ttan~patcr or vice vena the communication should he hulled. 
Load balancing. I t  is important to balance the processing time between corn- 
municatiolu on each Transputer to ensure maximum thmughput. The pro. 
aammer ern d o p t  s simple methodology to ensure reasonable efficiency by 
measuring the execution time of each module of code. (either by inwrting i t  
into a timing harness, or by totalling the instruction execution timer), and 
then manually adjurt the instance of the code to improve the performance of 
the system. Static allocation of code to Transputera, with some measure of 
load balancing, appears at present to be the only way to extract maximum 
performance fmm a Transputer network. The overhcadn iovolved in dynamic 
task allocation imply inferior performance. 
L i  and Venkatr~a. [69][43] developed asimulation achemeof multiple Transputer 
baaed parallel pmcesaing for field.oricntd control d .c motors. Baaed on their 
rock. the p r o p o d  scheme for processing is that several Tranrprrterr are 
rossvrtrri in a parallel arrangement and a means of communication is provided he- 
tween thcm. The raftware of the centml algorithm is partitioned into wverai tarkr. 
and distributed among the Transputers. Therefore, the partitions need to  be care- 
full? madeeonridering thedyoamk coupling relations within the control algorithmr 
to determine the optimal breakdown of tho ayrtcm functions. The implementation 
of the hardware and software of the proposed scheme is described in the subsequent 
~ ~ c t i o n s .  
4.2 Hardware for Parallel Processing 
In the hardware part of pmpwed scheme for digital rimulatbn, an Itlhl-PC 
microcomputer 1386 model) and fire T 8 1  Transputers arc used. The IBWPC mi- 
crocomputer is connected t e  the five Traoaputen. The source program is written 
in C and compiled in the PC. The executable file. compiled and linked b) the 
iBIf-PC. ere downloaded into e x h  Transputer. Transputen with loaded files work 
i~~diridualiy unless communications are required between them. The Transputer 
communication works in such a way that when a procesor perform input or out- 
put to a communication channel, the procerror is blocked until the corresponding 
processor prforms its mpcctive output or input. That ia to  say, only when thia 
communication has been accepted (handshaking is sompided) EM the pmccss pro. 
c e d .  This acceptance occurs every sampling cycle. 
The parallel pmceraing mchitecturr using five Transputers for the simulation 
and four Transputers for e x p e r i m t  el the propoaed ioaa mhimiratiom scheme are 
*horn in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. resprctirelp In rhcw diagrams. tllrrr ut tllc I k n i . .  
putcrr 17'2-TI) arc used for contrailing the mutor drive. Tralirpct~r I [ T I  1 1 s  
for interface and communication with the host computer (IBU-P(') and the ~,tls.r 
Transputem. Tranrputm.5 IT31 in figurr 4.3 is for modelling ~ h c  dynamic hritariuttr 
of the ac motor. The IBII-PC in the figurn arc host cornputen. For a drn,bp. 
rnent rig. the host computer is normally of the farrr. of a local keyboard/tertuinaI for 
online commands. parameter modification. data display and loftram dercloprncnt. 
For commercial drives. i t  can k s uwr control panel or a remote ranlnrnication~ 
link either to a modem or programmable controller. The RTI.8LS in Figurc.I.4 is n 
multifurtion board with right channels of analog to digital (A/D) and tworhsnnelr 
of digitd lo analog (D/A) converters. The details of the architecture of the propoucl 
Transputer-based scheme emplo~d for simulation and experiment arc addrnuvl i t )  
Ihr rest of this chapter md in the next chapter. 
4.3 Software for Parallel Processing 
For efficient operatioo, the partitioned tasks, each of which consiatr of remal 
procusr~ and i r  allocated to an individual Transputer, rho~tld use appmximaely 
the same amouot of computing time per rampling cyclc. Thia will enrurc correct 
updating of system variable and avoid idle lime in each calculation cycle. 
Taking advantage d the inherent parallelirm in motor conlml, the mntrol pro. 
gram, written in C, is carefully partitiooed and auigoed to the Transputer, making 
rue  that they approximately expend the aame amount of computing time in each 
sample pdod. The program is operated io the T800 Transputen at a clock a@ 
Figure 4.3: Diqram d the parallel promring architecture wing five Tramputen 
for simuiatim. 
Figure 1.4: Diagram of the p*rallel pmcnsins architecture usins lour Transputen 
br experiment. 
Model In note 
Trans- 
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F i y x  4.5 An ac motor clrntml in fieldsricntalion. (a) Real motor mntml. (b) 
Transputer-bed real-time emulation of the ac motor control. 
The time domain model of ac motor for the simulation of lor. minimization con- 
trol is given by cquationr 3.31 - 3.38, and the coordinate transformations ace given 
in equations 3.39 - 3.42. Figure 1.5 ohowr an ac motor control in field.orientation. 
The transputer-based computer airnulalion p m v m  of parallel processing for 
indiml field-oriented control employing ims minimization d ac motor drives is 
partitioned intoseveral parts M described below. 
The function of the ret-up mutine is to initialize each transputer. Commands 
fmm the h a t  computer (IBM-PC) am parred to each individual transputer 
f a  retting input p l r m e t m .  
. Pnmllel-l l in Transputer 11: 
\\brkr as an intrrartive interface: passe host rontputrr (the IB&I.P(.l I V ~ ~ I I I .  
mends to other tranrputm. receive cnlralat.4 reulrs and rtalar imtfcortnatills 
from the other transputers and then wndr them to tile P('. 
. Parallel-? [in Transputer 1):  
Forma the speed P I  contmlier, torque cunmt limitation and slip frrclbtcncy 
calculation, and handles the cosine 1,ianglc function of slip angle. The mku. 
iated speed P i  controller output. slip frequency and cmine function ace sent 
to Transputer 3. 
. Parsiiel.3 (in Transputer 3): 
Deals with fiur m d  the torque current Pt mntml of field orientation, and cal. 
culalcs the dne triangle function of aiip angle and cwrdinate t.mrforn>ations. 
Due l o  data dcpcndcncr in  the scheme. this mutine plays a critical mic in 
determining the overall contml ryrtem sampling time. and i t  must be care 
Rlly decomposed from system control algorithms. far example, bmauu the 
calculation d triangle function taker a long pmceainz time ( I t  will be shown 
later in  Tabie4.3), i t  has to he divided into two puts [sine and cmine triangle 
functionr). Therefom, thew is data dependency between the two parts. 
Padlei-4 (in Transputer I): Caioulatea the measumd power input fmm AID 
converter, and thm rends the results to the adaptive controller for loss min- 
imization. I t  d m  deala with field orientatloo feedb.dr mntml m d  ulrulater 
actual and reference torques. The caiculakd contmi signal is a n t  lo Trans- 
puter 3 for calculating theslip frequmcywhich detmninea the fieldorientation. 
SIodels the ac motor dynamic hehsriour and responds ar a real motor. For 
each computing Imp. it rends ~ u t  ail the necnaary motor rtatc varisbier to 
other transputers which samp!es the required variabin for the purpose of con. 
trol. 
In the program. all the contmi system stale vari.Yes are e t  m the initial 
values. The simulation msultr on the transputer are rent hack to IBII-PC lor 
storage in hard.dirk. 
There are aome data dependencies in the mntml scheme. For example, real- 
timecalculation of tripnometric functions can obtain more accurate values than the 
s; .hod of the Imk-up table for a.J to  d-qand d.q to 0-3 coordinate transformations. 
but the real-time rd~uiation rakes too much processing time. Thedore. it har to 
be divided into two parts (rine and cosine trigonometric functions) and calculated in 
different transputers. Figure 1.6 s h m  the rrlations between pmceres in different 
transputers. 
P I  through P7 pment different contml processes. PI in transputer 2 is the 
motor s p e d  controller. slip frequency calculation and communication to the motor. 
P2 ir the Coeine hnttion computing, and eommunicationr to  transputer 3. P3 
through P5 are in transputer 3. P3 p-ntr the eumnt  controller, a-8 to d.q 
coordinate trmrformation. P4 ir the rine function calculation, m d  P5 is d-q to 
o.J cwrdinate tranaformatioo. In transputer 4, P6 sod P1 p w n t  the power 
meuurement atd calculation. mpectiwly. The lines between pmceaes indicate 
the data dependencies. For inatancc, pmcwa P5 in transputer 3 camat  atart until 
P2 in transputer 2 har k n  mmpkted. 
Figure 4.8: Cantmi task dependency in the parallel processing, 
Table 4.i: Simulation Computing Tim- for Endl Snlnpiisp Cycle Orri I>iilrrt~c~l 
Cornputerr (Time in ilicrosecondr). 
..... ,.,u 
One Transputer 3 i> 
Fi\,e Transputers - I 93 
--- - 
For speed comparison. we eccuted simiiar aimulatien programs in different rotn- 
puterr. Table 4.1, shows the computing time for the testing and comparironr. The 
table clearly shows that mmputing t ima d the five transputer method lr faster 
than one. as well as the one transputer method is faster than the othem. 
4.4 Execution Time 
Since complexity of mntroi aiprithms leads to r heavy computational burden 
en computes, the execution time in a A - t i m e  control system becomer critical. 
For comparing conventional multipmc&wr.hared puailel proccrsing aystrmr with 
transputer-bawd one. Table 4.21431 preenled the direrent execution timer on dif. 
fcrent paraihi pmcrsaors for field orientation of ae motor drives. The table ,haws 
that the multi-transputer control elitem offen the fastest proceaaing rpead. 
To memure the calculation timca d the different control aigo"thms and charm-1 
mmmunicationa of the propwed parallel processing xheme, the T800 transputer in. 
ternd titner with 1 pa is uwd. The measured execution timmddmulation prousma 
over five tranaputcra an listed in Table 1.3. 
Tal,Ic 4:': Conlparison of Execution Times for Different Parallel Proccsrorr (Tinr 
in p s )  [4RI i In the figure: (a) Referred from 13.31: (b) Fmm [ l i b  ( c )  From PI: ldl 
From (331 
formation 
T1 P6 Power measurement and 16 
c~icuiUion 
Execution Timc Irml ) 
I 
Transputer 
- 
Table 4.4 is redrawn from Table 4.3. so that we can eaaily calculrle the lotal 
execution times far each tranrputer. The maximum execution time in the table io 
99 ps, and i t  i r  also the rampling cycle of the proposed five transputer rimulation 
scheme as given in Table 1.1. 
,According to  the simul~tion resullr and the measured exwdion time, a conclu. 
sion can be made that since mullipleTrsnsputcr system, wcare able loohlain 
sampling times of about 1W pr, which me l s  fsrt dynamic servo control require 
ments. 
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Tahie 4.4: Total Exmution Timer 
4.5 Summary 
T2 
This chapter dneribcr a new scheme d multi-transputer-based parallel pm- 
ceasing for indirect field-oriented rontml employing lms minimisation 9trategy of 
induction motor drive. to realize and implement real-time processing of a complex 
contml scheme. The fundamental principle of parallel pmwaing and tranrputer 
are stated. The hardware and software details d the parallel processing using five 
TSOO tranrpvten to emulate the partitioned algorithms for real-time control studies 
a~ld wing bur Transputer. for real.lim control experiment are preacmted. EXM- 
lion t imn  of control pmena in one r ~ d  five transputers are investigated to properly 
partition the contml pmgrm for parallel pmresring. According b the t n t  rnuitr. 
the following conclusions can be made. 
Computation Time 
13 T4 I 
1. Baed on the adaptive contmller in thc indirect fic1d.oriena.d ~ c h n n e  awl par. 
nllrl proccsring, the pmposcd rchcnlc offers both the potential for .ig>iticilllt 
merg?. 3avingr and high pcrformanccaf ac motor drives. 
3. The execulion times of the proporcd scheme using onr and [irr TLOO !ms<- 
puterr haw becn determined. and the eRm1iwn.r~ of the proposed rrhcmc for 
parallel procasing h a  becn verified. 
3. Since high performance and reliable motor drive systems often require aldi. 
tional features such ar fault tolerance. self tuning, on-line diagno~lirs. pmtw- 
tion, data capturing and user fricndlinar, and considering that modern control 
tmhniques constitute complex real-time signal processing algorithms, parallel 
processing using multiple Transputers is a good solution. 
Chapter 5 
Digital Simulation and 
Experimental Results 
In this chapter, system description. for digital computer simulation and e. 
perimenl are addressed. Open. and olosed.lwp tests for the p m p o ~ d  scheme are 
provided, klesruml execution timer using similsr real time control prosram over 
different mmputen are also reported. Digital computer simulation and experimen. 
tal results demonrtrate that the pmposcd schemecan achieve both the potential lor 
significant energy ravings and high performance of ac motor drives. 
5.1 Digital Simulation Results 
Digital computer simulation results are presented here to verify the theory of 
lolr minimization and show the achievement of maximum efficieacy by the pmpoaed 
scheme. The dynamic performance ir also amlyzed. 
5.1.1 System Description 
Several simulation schemes for Reid-or@eaPd control olnc motur clrirrr itml ttl,%tL. 
ematicai models of ac motor have been published ~3jpdj[.ll)[:Jl'\[3q. .A lypirnl 1 0 ~ 1 1  
ma  vector control rimulation schrnw i g  dmarn in figure 5.1. Based on ~ l ~ r  ~mrkj~: t l .  
a simulation scheme for lass minimization control r i t h  indimct fichi.urict~tsiol~ 1.1 
a< motor drives ha. been shown in Figure 3.16. The fundam~ntal principle sf t l s  
field-oriented mntml and the derivation of the mathematical model of an sc nntotor 
haw been dircusrcd in Chapter 1, and arc u d  In thir rimuhtion. 
I n  thir scheme (Figure 3.16 and 3.1i1, there am four controllcn: 
Flux PID mntmiier 
Torque PID contmllcr 
. Speed PID mntrolier 
. Lolia minimum adaptive mntmller. 
The flux. torque aod sped PID controllers are part of the field-oriented control. 
The inner flux and torque control lwps are L t e r  than outer sped and adaptive 
control loop. The currents i. and i r  are obthined from the output wit-" u. and 
u~ of the inverts. The d- and q-axis companenls of the ,tator currents id., and 
i ,  in the indirect field-oriented re fmce  frame ue obtained fmm the mordioate 
tranrfomatioo, u given by equation 3.42. The difmnce bet- sped mmmlnd 
w: sod u, is the input to the speed wntmller, and theoutput of the sped cmtmller 
i; to the inner torque mntml imp  for motmlling the speed. The difference between 
i;, and i,, is the input to the torque mntroller, which determla the deence d u e  

of l h r  I ~ ~ r t l i e  prorlucinj rompnnmt nf rlnror ~nllae, a,. fh,. ~lilj,~~.~~,.,. /ll.t\ll..~  
I;, r ~ v l  I,. IS the input to IIIP flux con l r~ i l e~ .  r i ad l  protlla.vr !It<. 111~~ 1. ,tspuaa.s1 
of stator roitngc ra. The coordinate trnnrformativ,n intlmtios :I.:I!ti i, a~>p l i ~ .~ l  I I I  
!icld the rcfcrencertator voltage $ 8 ,  and rJ i n  !l>sstntionnry r*forc.sl.r frsrsl.: !lll,n 
voltages are applied to the P\V\I inverter to comrol thc nc !mator. 
The adaptive contmlirr implenmtr loss ntinin~iration control. f h r  lprillriplt, ,,f 
the adaptirecantmi Imp is b a d o n  rhcnssurnptton that the l w r  n~inirniznl~ett lllup 
and the torque control imp are drcoupled. although total derouplin~ is i~nper-ihlr. 
I f  thir problemcan not bcmlrcdsntirfartorily. thetorquecontrol loop wil l  hr  ~unablr, 
to maintain the power wtput  at its original level. For drmupling the t m   imp^ rrll. 
we can make the re5ponre time of the torque loop much rhortcr than thp i!ll-rval 
of time scparatiog two iteratienr of the adaptive mntmllcr. The dmuiuion a ~ r u l t ~  
demonstrate that thir method is acceptable. 
The purpose of the adaptive tontroller i n  the prop.-d scheme is that t l ~ r  con. 
troller adjustr the rotor flux reference mmponcnt id. until the p w r  inpul to thc 
system P,, is minimum. The prindple o l thc ryrtcm is b e d  on the concept tlmt 
for R given load. i f  the shaft torque or opwd is maintained mnrtant. the efficiency of 
the drive wil l  be maximum when the power rneuured at  the input P,. of therystsnl 
is minimum. The adaptive controller r ter r  the system to its optimum operating 
point by iterati\dy d jurdng acontmllingvariabie tnnlil I t  detect8 a minimum in 
the measured power input P,. A brief flowchart of the adaptive urntroller program 
is shorn i n  Figure 3.18. 
The computer also oversee the dynamic behaviour of the inner field.oricntrtian 
system in c a  of a luge load, speed and/or torque. change. I f  the load change 
v\-* w l r  a qirm thmhold. the lor. minimization proced~~re is intcrruprrd an4 ~i : r  
*WI~~,\II srf nlic adaptive coiltroller r i ,  is inrreawd t o  its rated d u e  to .aii,f! thr 
,argt. load cnmmnnd. After revern1 rcconds. the adaptive contmller uwrkr aqain for 
thr rhan~erl oad ornlil the new loss minimization operating point ir achiebd. 
The l a m  in the drive arc computed as mentioned in the Chapter 3 crcepv for 
the \harmonic and stray 1u.m which are nglcctcd. The parameters of an Lk\V. lilO 
rpm induction motor u r d  in this simulation are li9ted in the Appendix .4-2. 
5.1.2 Open-Loop Test 
Since this is an opcn.loop test. all the control loops in the proposed scheme arc 
disconnected. 
Figurea .5:2-5.3 show the aimulation reaults of the opn-loop tertr oi the ac mo. 
lor. Five qcmnds after the start. the flux current ir, is decrearcd (Figure 5.3). and 
the input power P,.. which is plotted u iwtantancour value, also decre- (Figure 
5.41. It is clearthat themisa Imr minimiratim paint ior thegivensped and torque 
at nbout 12 mends. Beyond this point if is, is derreaxd. the input power will in. 
c r e w  (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This conclusion with F i y m  3.1. The results 
nlroshow that if theinput power dccreun well beyond the lor* minimization point. 
the ,??item b ~ o m n  unstable (Figures 6.3, 5.4 and 5.5). 
5.1.3 Closed-Loop Test 
Figures 5.6 and 5.i shew the dmulation multa of the c o o t d  system with and 
without theadaptivemntmlln. T h e f y u m  rhow that after IOacoods, theadaptive 
- 
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Timc (scc) 
Figure a,?: Sirnullhiton rault of the open.iaop teat: Flotx crrn,nt I I,. 
Timc (ICE) 
Fizure 5.3: Sirnulalion rnuit of the open.1- 1s t :  Torque current I,.. 
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Figure a.l: Simulation result of the open-loop test: Power input P,, 
mwul OUTPUT 
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Time (rec) 
Figure 5.5: Simulation rcaull of the open-Imp tert: Power output P, 
I or~tinlic,r ~.ontinuousi!. d ~ c r e a s ~  rile HIIC ~ t t r ~ e n i  I,, (F~BIIP 3.61, nsd !ls.n.6>rr. ti,$. 
inpt~t  power to the syslcm IFixure 3.71. It can he wen lhat nhout I 0  srroit;l. .tfwr 
the adaptive controller starts working. Ihc 3y-tcn1 operatpr at op!irnni rltivic~ur> br
the g ivm load and speed. Thus 10.3 mininlizntion is nrhicrpd. \ t  :13retot1cl~. n irlst. 
and sudden load increme is applied. which can he spccd a ld lo t  torque ritnt~gt.i*i. 
Tile ryr t rm deters the change and then resets the f l u  current ie to its mtc.ti 
raiue. The adaptive rontroller works again for the changed load unti l  the new low 
minimization operating point is achiewd (Figures ,5.6 and 5.;). 
5.1.4 Sudden Load Change 
In general. there are two kinds of load changes: rpeed and torque. Far n iaqe 
sped  increase. a solution is pmpsed in (471: id, is reset at the value corresponding 
l o  the rated flux whenever the speed controller command is the maximum value of 
torqve current i.. The method is also suitable for large torque increase. But in 
lower sped caw, whm a larger torque increase occurs suddenly. I,. can not m e t  
the marimvm value ar shown in  Figure 5.12. (For this simuiation, the maximum 
value of 8 , .  i r  limited at 18 A,). Since the sptem is operating in reduced Aux and 
lourr power input situation, i n  tale <me of ~udden and larger toque increase, the 
power input could be mu& less than power output required to  meet the transient. 
Therefon, the dynamic bahaviour of thesystem could be pwr without resetting 4. 
,% modified method for this c m  is that the system aimply dclccts the changing 
miue of Aur; cumo t  id*, and i f  i t  incremes within a certain value (about 20 - 5 0  
percent of 1 p.u. input power for this simulation), ia is reset to its rated value 
mgardhr  of whether i ,  h a  reached the maximum "due or not. ff the change is 
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Figure 5.6: Simulation result of the pmpored control $)-item: Flux current r * , .  
POWER INPUT (Pin) 
low 
I 
Time (sac) 
Figure 5.i: Simulation result of the propored cootrol system: power input P,,. 
les* fhnn LV pwrent. the adapuw  ont troller can Ihandb. tltr case witltoer a w t i ~ a .  
Fur a large torque increase. romr ~imulntion rcrultr are prrseslrd lhrre t o  ~ln>tos-  
rtratc the dynamic prrformnncc of the drive for both flux rrrrtt ing and rntc.4 I I I~  
conditions. In the resetting method. the adaptive rantmller dr t r ru  tile <II~IIIIII 
power of the system ever? 10 ms: the system is reset rhencrcr rither the ~po\v~.r 
input increases hx more than 0.1 p.u. or as in  the method in  (ail. 
Fisurer 5.5-a.13 show that the system tackler a large torque inciearr nl 31.d 'rr- 
onds (Figure 5.9): this can also be a large speed increase. The adaptive me!roilc,r 
detects the load change and increases >& (Figure 5 11). therehy inrrcnaing rile rotm 
flux (Figure 3.10) and the pou;rr input of the drive (Figure i.13) within LO ntr. 
Although the delay i n  the worst c s x  is LO mr, i t  is ritill faster than i,, getting itr 
maximum value a1 about 3.01 seconds (Figure 5.12). Figures 3.14 - 5.19 ahor the 
simulation results i n  the rated fluxcase. Comparing Figure 5.8 with Figure 1.14. r e  
can conclude that the dynamic performanceof the decreased flux case is satisfactory. 
but the power mnsumptiotl i n  the former case is much less than in  the latter caqe 
[Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.19). 
5.2 Experimental Results 
In this redion, the system description m d  the experimental set.up arc addmwd. 
Experimental rcrults of the proposed scheme are reporled, which verify the theory 
d lor. minimization and to rhav the achievement of maximum efficiency by the 
proposed reheme. 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results of the propared control ryslem with sudden load 
I 
change: Sped. 
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results of the p m p a ~ d  control system with avddm load 
change: Torque. 
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Figure J.10: Simulation results of the proposed control system with sudden load 
change: Rotor flux. 
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Figure 5.11: Simulation wulta of the pmpoaed control system with sudden I o d  
ehanle: Flux current id. 
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Figure 5.1% Simulation results 01 the propmed eontml ryslern with sudden load 
change: Torque current i,.. 
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Figure 5.13: Simulation multr  of the proposed wntroi system with sudden load 
change: Power input P,. 
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Figure i.ll: Simulation results of the system with rlled Hux: S p e l l .  
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Figure 5.13 Simulation renuits of thesystem with rated flux: Torque. 
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Figure 5.16: Simulation results of thcrystemwirh rated flux: Rotor flux. 
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Figute 5.1i: Simulation results of the eygtrm with rated tux: Flux c u r m t  id. 
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Fisure 5.1% Simulation result= of lhc $y=Lcm with r a l d  flus: Torque rurrcnt I.,.. 
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Figure 5.19: Simulation results of the syslm with rated flux: Pomt inpul R.. 
5.2.1 Experimental Set-Up 
lhc  nr motor used in  the experiment ir n P2MT 3 hp nc motor rnnnuiart~trnl 
by Bro* Electric Slototr of Canada Ltd. I t  is configured ar a I-pole. 1. conneclion 
rnarhise and its namepiate details are listed i n  Appendix .\-I. A synchronol19 
gencmtor with EC609.62 Field Power Supply and EC606.01 Resistive Bank c o u p l ~ l  
to thr motor pmrided the mechanical load ior theac motor. The generator i r  a .I. 
phase. 1.6 kW. 1.29 .4 and 66 field excitation. type SG.1180 synchronous generator 
mad. h!. CASROS Montreal Canada Ltd. A picture of the mmplcte experimental 
ret.up ir given in Figure %?0. 
The other equipment used in  the experiment are: 
. COSTROIICS Personal Computer (blodel386) with lour T800 Tranaputcn 
(running real-time control program to obtain the execution t i m e )  
LASER 28612 Peraond Computer 
RTI-815 Multifunction Input/Output Beard with built-in A/D and DJA Con- 
verters 
ISYERPOWER (Llodci P l l l  VSI) $Phase Voltage Source Inverter 
IXYERPOWER (%lode1 L108 SPLV11) Sine PWM Logic 
6 channel pulse amplifier 
T h m  pharc ful l  wwe mti f ic r  
Two ROCKLAND (hlodci IM22F) Dual Hi/Lo Filters 
FF12A/9/C Tachosncraor 
Figure 7.20: Experimental rebup of lorrcr minimization control of ac motor drive 
. Thrvc ISVERPOII'ER I\lodel P i  L:! HES, isoiatrd current rransducerr 
ISVERPO\\'ER IUodel LlOY VIBi isolated milage transducer 
Thrpc YE\\' (Type 2503) Digital AC Power l laers  
. i lOlS Storage Osdilmcopo 
Frcqurncy mrrrr 
. Digital multimetern 
The RTI-81.5 >lultifunaion Input/Output Board h a  eight built-in .\ID con- 
rcrters and two D/A converten. The details of the hoard can he found in [dq. 
The ac motor is tested at a frequency rangeof 3 Hz to 60 Hzsnd its correspond. 
ing speeds are 160 rpm to li20 rpm. 
5.2.2 System Description 
Figure 3 . l i  shows the block diagram of the propmed laar midmkation control 
scheme for theexperiment. Sixcontrol variables are inputted to thesystem thmlyh 
.A/D converter rhaonela: they are speed command u;, sped  u. u: currents i. 
and ia. dc input voltage Lh. and current I,.. There ir rme more input signal ij.. 
which is relcrenceflux cumnt sod uKd for testing thcRdd.aricnted control scheme 
onlp Two output aignala, voltage IU'I and frequency P, connected thmugh D/A 
converter channels, mntml the PWM pulse generator and then the PWM inverter 
and the ac motor. 
The s p e d  command u; u well u reference B m  current ij, are obtained from 
adjustable ds power supplin. Both u: and ir us calibrated for 0 - 10 V which 
cormpond lo 0 - 1720 rpm I ra td  rot"? *peed) and 0 -!I.; .A (rated current I. l.11,. 
speed measurement i is from the ts<hoge~~rrator. which in n~uuntd us 111" .Il.,rl 
of the ac motor. The parsmeten R, and L. arecl in *lip angular fr*qannry ;., 
calculation were obtained iron) the experimental tralr pt~rentrai n (.ilapt~r :I nllll 
listed in Appendix A-I. 
For t' connection and with neutral point of an nc motor. we can *I curtt.rttr 
i, and i~ by measuring t ~ o  of three phase ac currents I .  and n in ac power rapply 
using two isolated current transducers. The cguationr of the So/"* cooniinatt. 
transformation am given as. 
ZJ = g ( $ i r  + $i.  + cia) = + 2 i b )  2 Jj I%?) 
i. and I J  are uwd fw the field.oricntcd control. 
The two power meter methd is used to m e a r c  input power to the motor. 
However. for the lara minimization control the dc input voltage U,. and current 
I,. to the inverter are obtained via a de isolated w i l q e  and an iaolated current 
tranaducerr, mpnt lwly.  The pmduct of tbne two vaiuea is the p a n ?  input R.. 
and the average pauer input at every 30 cycle is n d d  toobtain a stable d i n g .  
The product is input to the adaptive contmiia for the loss minimization contml. 
u&u,,lu.u. and i . i ~ / i s i , ,  in Figure 3.11 arc motdinate trsnsforrnationa be- 
tween the rotating and stationary referma frames. KP in the figure 1s polar cwr. 
dinare transformation. The output signals or the whole control system arc voltage 
1U.1 and fmqumcy p, which ue input of the SPWM pulse generator. Them ia a 
pulse amplifier betmen the SPWM pulse generator and the inwter  for amplifying 
1111. lrlntp~at rnlues of rho SP\\'\I pulse senentor. The outpllts of the inverter are 
nrinblr rllrrc phase a< currents and voltages to contml the ar: motor. 
Sitlcr thereare somevery lor frequency ripple in 1;. and I,. measurements. two 
I Hz lor-pnrr filren are used betwen L',, and I,, rneaurcmentr and the inpurr of 
,A/D converterr of the adaptive mntrailrr. For the same reason. t*-o 80 d lo~%~-prrs 
filt-n are bernen ac currents I, and t r  measutcmcnts and the inputs of the 
,410 ront-ertcn t o  the l e p o  coordinate tranrbrmation. 
In this erpriment. LASER 2861'2 Personal Computer ir used first. Then COX. 
TROSlCS Personal Computer (.\lode1 386) withone and lour TSOO Transputers arc 
used Lr comraririon. 
5.2.3 Comparison of Different Contsol Schemes 
Figurer 5.21 and 5.22 show the experimental raultr d the measured pwr inputs 
b r  dinerent control schemes operating at a conatant r p d .  Fiyre  5.21 shows Lhe 
ponrr input br the  ~onvcntiansl operation in which the voltage snd frequency are 
adjwcd together (eonrtaot V/Hz). Figores 5.22 rhowa the power loput for minimum 
iorr operation. The speed is around 861 rpm (30 Hz) for both cases. The mechanical 
load is maintained mnstant at 186 W. which electrical load is increased from 0 (Care 
I )  to the rated "due (cue  5). 
I he* two figures ahw that if the input voltage is adjuated to its optimal value. 
more energ). raving rm be obtained than in the mnvcntiood method (constant 
V/Hz) st  each constant i d .  
APPLIED VOLTAGE CURRENT & FREQUENCY 
Changed h a d  h e r  1 - 5 
l O O O , . , , , ,  POWER INPUT 
Changed Load Casu 1 - 5 
Figure 5.21: Power input for comlmt V/Hz opration st mnrta.1 speed 
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Figure 5.22: Power input far loas minimiion operation at constant speed 
5.2.4 Closed-Loop Test 
Figures 5.23 and 6.91 rhor  the experimental resultr of the control I~-!PI~I  ~ ~ i l l ~  
and without the adaptive contmller for the loss minimization rontml nt n liqlu I~m,i 
condition. The rpcad is at ad5 rpm. and the mechamicnl id Is  krpt col>stat>t ,*I 
IS6 W. The supply dc voltage is maintained at 994 V. Due to the voltag illlllit 
1[.'1 of the SPIVhl Logic is revenal value. the loxrer ralucr of II"I in  the figarrs an. 
higher output from the U/A channel. 
The dc current I,. (power input) is initialipat its rated vaiue. After the nrlnptivo 
controller *arks. I,. is adjugled during the optimization i n  step of 1.2 R of mted 
value. .4fter?6 steps and about 10 seconds. thecontroller decreases the power input 
and achiewa the lws minimum point. then thesystem operates at optimal efficiency 
lor the given load and aped. 
Figures 5.25 shows theexperimental reultsof the control system with and with. 
out the adaptix,e controller st a heavier bad condition. The speed ia also at 385 
rpm, and the mechanical load is 188 W with adc 0.15 A field power aupply and 100 
\\'electrical load. The supply dc voltage maintains at 231 V. 
The figure illustrates that at l ow r  sped and heavier load condition, the adap- 
tire controller can also decrease the powr  input from 1068 W (read by the two 
ra tme ten )  and achieve the Ims minimization at ill W. 
Figurn 5.26 ahwa theexperinrental rerulu of the pmpawd scheme reponae to a 
sudden arid large load increase. After the adaptive contmller works, the systemopcr 
a t e  at  theefficiency optimization for thespeed = 620 rpm and 8 = 186 W betwan 
7.5 - 32.5 rermds. At  32.5 seconds, the r p a d  command w: .ruddenly increase to 
1482 rpm. The adaptive controller detects the aped changing and incream power 
Iai~ir .;.i: Real Time Control Computinq Times for Each Sampling Cycle Orpr 
I)ifIrn~l Computers (Time in llirrosecondrl. 
One Transputer 1 $48 i 
Four Transputerr I 106 I 
input from 108 W to 336 W. The controller works again for the changed s p e d  until 
the new loss minimirationoperating point is achiewd (power input = 286 81. 
5.2.5 Execution time 
hlcaured exeuliao times using similar real time eontml programs over different 
computers are listed in Table 6.1 far comprrisons. The table shows that execution 
time 01 the four Transputer scheme is 106 ps. aod i! can meet fart dynamic servo 
control requirements. The table alw, shows that execution time of the four Trans. 
puler scheme is faster than one. as well as theone Transputer method Is much faster 
than the PC (286). 
5.3 Summary 
System descriptions for both the computer simulation and experiment an dias- 
cured in this chapter. Simulation results d open. and dmed-loop testa aa well 
u the  rnalyrea d the  dynamic prlormance of thc p q d  % h e m  are pravided. 
Figure 5.23: Experimental rerulr 1: Efficiencgoptimirntion lor a light land condition. 
-.. = 98.5 rpm. Z = 156 \\'. Each rtrp in I,, equals 3:2 % 01 the rated value. flior: 
2 xc./div) 
Figure 5.21: Experimental result 2: Efficiencyaptimiration lor a light loadcondition. 
.J* = 985 rpm, Z = 428 W. Each step in I,, equals 3.2 %of the rated value. (Har: 
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Ftgurr i .'i Expvrilocntal result 1: Effiricnc) oplirnjzation for a heavier load con. 
cl.l#on. ;. = 935 rpm. T, = 136 \\' r t t h  a dc 0 fi A field power wpply and 300 W 
clrrtr~cnl load Each step an I., eq~alr  .I.? 7% of the rated value. 
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Figure 5.26: Experimental result .I Efficiency optimization for s sudden rpncl 
increase. -.. = 620 to 1182 rpm. T, = 186 W. Each step in I,, equals 3.2 % 01 the 
rated value. 
\Iensur~d crc~ut ion times using similar real time control programs over different 
cornputen are siro shorn. Accordins 10 the simulation and experimental resultr. 
some conclurions and dircusrions can he mads as foliowm 
1. The l a r  minimizplion theory d a c  motor driver has been verified by  the opm. 
Imp tests. 
2. The simulation and experimental results of the closed-imp tertsshow that the 
proposed $<heme for loss minimization control cm achieve significant energy 
ravings. 
3. The measured execution times demonstrate that using the adaptive mntmilcr 
wilh the indirect field-oriented scheme, both the potential for significant cnerw 
savings and high prforrnancc i n  ac motor drives can be achieved. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Suggestions for 
Further Research 
Bared on the theoretical analysis. ~imulation and experimental results preamtcd 
in this thcrir. romeconclurion, are drawn in this chsptm and au~est ionr  lor further 
r e a r c h  are listed. 
6.1 Conclusions 
The objective of uaing multiple Tranrpukrs in the parallel processing of indi- 
rect fidd.oricntcd vector control employing Imr minimization for high performance 
ac motor d d v n  have hen achieved. Losses in ac mdor drive have been stud. 
ied and verified by expnimenta. A new scheme b w d  on the ux of s multiple 
Transputer system for the real-time parallel pmcessing implcmmtstioo of indirect 
field-oriented cootmi incorporating loaa minimkatiw strategy for high performane 
ac motor drivn har been pmposd. Computcr limulation rnulta of using five Trans 
putcn and experimental waults of using s PC (386) and s red.timccontml program 
running on four Transputers for the parallel processing have hen presented in the 
thoi.. It iha. heen shorn that high performanceas well as significant energy snrinar 
cat, he achieved by the proposed scheme. The w r k  ir summarized as follorr: 
Lo9.o in sc motor drive arc audicd in detail first b? thporctical dcriwtion in 
gmcml. and then byexperimentai verification on a particular ac motor. The results 
of the ~ tudy  show that signikant energy saving can be achieved for operation at 
light torque Ihdadr for all speeds. and for torque load. near the rated value under 
low.rpred  pera at ion with a variable frequency iosr minimization control ryrtcm. 
An indirect field-oriented mmntml method incorporating a IGS m'nimination control 
strategy in m adaptive control technique ha. been proposed. The model of an ae 
motor for the field-oriented control is hriefiy dircusaed. and the parametan of the 
ae motor for the experiment are also calculated. It is ahown that the propored 
x h m e  can achieve the aim of significant energy ravings and meet the needs of 
high-performance w drive applications. 
Since the complexity of control algorithms such as the indirect field-oriented 
control and adaptive controller lead to a heavy computational burden on mmputerr. 
the execution time in a real.time mntrol system b w m a  critical. The multiple 
Transputer ryrtem em b e a p d  solution for parallel processing of real-time digital 
control of ae motor driven. 
A new scheme uaing multiple Transputem for the parallel pmceraing impiemen- 
tation of tbc field-orientation employing the loss minimization a t r a t w   ha^ been 
pro&. The fundamental principles of parallel pr-sing aod the T m p u t c r  are 
preuntd. The hardware and software details of a pmceraing acheme wing 
five T800 Trsnapukra to m l a k  the partitioned algorithms for real-time contml 
studies and usin6 four Transputera fer real-time control expniment are p-nted. 
Execution r i m e d  the conlml pmccrs tusing one land five) Trmsspatcrlri a n  also 
investigated. 
The digital simulation and rxpcrimcntal muitsolopcs. and closcd.loop t s ~ w  nr 
well a. sudden changes in load tnrr  for the propored scheme hare bwn prorill~.ll. 
System descriptions for digital computer simulation and experintent arc nrldrernrl. 
SLcaurcd execution times using similar real time control programs over diLrcut 
computers are also obtained. 
on the work described above. the bllowing c ~ n ~ l ~ ~ i o n s  can be made: 
The 1-6 minimization theory of ae motor driws hm been ~ r i f i c d  by both 
simulation and experimental results of open-loop testa. 
The simulation and experimental results of clored-imp testa ahow that the 
proposed scheme for loss minimizatio~~ control can achieve significant energy 
savIn8r. 
. The execution timesd the p m p d  scheme usingone. five(for thesimulation) 
and four (for theexperiment) T8W Transputers have been determined. and the 
eRectiveneud the pmpored scheme for parallel prmnring hw brrn verified. 
The ~lmulation and experimental rerulta demonatrate that using the adaptive 
contmller in the indirect field.orient4 scheme m d  parallel pmcerring, the 
proposed scheme offen both significant energy ravingr and high prformance 
for ac motor drives. 
Since high prlormance and reliable motor drive systems often require ddi. 
tional features such .s fault tolerance, artificial intelligence, expert syrtema. 
rrlf tuning. ondine diagnostic,, pmtecrion. data capturing and uwr fricndli. 
"-9. and considering that modern control techniques constitute campI6r real. 
timesignal procnringalgorithm~. parallel processing using muitipicTransput. 
err is s g d  solution br high performance ac motor drive. 
. Although hardware development and board coats are low. the Transputerr are 
rtill not low-cost devien and for commexial dr i~ca ,  their application m u l d  
be expected to be restricted to the higher power range. For bw and medium 
powers. it ir envisaged that r hardware specific parallelism inrolving conven. 
tional processors with r defined. mtr ic t iw specification is likely t o  remain the 
mmt economic option Cr lame time. 
6.2 Suggestions for Further Research 
This therir pmvides a brief analysis, simulation and partial implementation of 
multiple Transputer-bed parallel pmcuaing of Indirect field-oriented vectorcontroi 
employing loss minimization for high performance ae motor drives. This subject 
needs much detailed study. The s u ~ e a t i o n s  for further reaeaxh are ovtlined a. 
follawa: 
It haa brm noted in [22][24][35] that the performance of indirect vector con- 
tml strategies is sensitive to the rotor time conatant. When applying variable 
flux mntml for I m  minimization, the motor parameten should chmge more 
widely. Although some rerearchen have studied the pmblem[Sq, further work 
n d r  to be carried out by digital simulations and experimental impkmenta- 
lions. 
t Since sped measurement ir very important to the indirect ficld.orientrd ros. 
trol for the dip calculation and sped control. a morFnccuratc tnahog,~ttcra<or 
is recommended for further experimentation. 
. The transient performance of the proposed scheme~houid be rtudird in nmre 
de t ' l  thmugh further experimentation using diUcrent contml schemes. .\ 
design of four quadrant operation of the scheme ir recommended. 
)lore D/A chsnncir are needed to obtain more internal parameters of thc 
control system such s Ruu current, torque current, eaiculatcd slip, rotor flux 
and variables in cwrdinatc tranrformationa in order Lo rnslyrc the system 
characteristics in detail. 
Although s flux cotroller can duresome loses in ac motors such u the fun. 
damental core and ohmic iorxl. i t  is difficult to reduce the harmonic and load. 
independent converter losxr. A hrther reduction in laasea could be achieved 
i f  a multiple variable optimization is applied. 
The software of control algorithm must be partitioned in an optimum manner 
for parallel proccaaing. On the other hand, other parallel r t rokgia rhould 
be investigated in order to fully explore the inherent advantages of realdime 
digital contml of ac motor drives. 
Since each T800 h a p u l e r  has only bur links with which to interconnect the 
pmmaors, this implis that a limited amount of inkrconncction is parihle. 
The optimum number d Tranapukra needed for different applications should 
be determined. 
. \\'ilh rlevelopmcnt ol  ILSI  t~hnology as well as with decreasing prices and 
increasing system functions, it ir desirable that rome special VLSI chips he 
manufactured for parallel pmc~rring of ac motor control for eommerciai pur- 
pose 
As mentioned earlier, for high performance and reliable ac maor drive ryr- 
terns, more additional featuwr such as fault tolerance, arlificial intelligence. 
expert syrtemr, rrlftuning. on.line diagnortirr, prolmtion, data capturing and 
user friendlineor, sliding mod4 control. modem control techniques and their 
complex real-time signal procnricij algorithms are needed to be considered 
along with the parallel processing. 
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Appendix A-I: Motor Parameters for Experiment 
Nameplate Data: 
Frame 
Equivalent Cimuit Parmeten: 
Connection 
R, 
R, 
S. 
.Y. 
.u, 
Appendix A-2: Motor Parameters for Simulations 
rated power 
rated speed 
number of pol- 
R. 
R, 
L, 
L, 
.U 
rated b 
rated 4. 
total inertis 3 
rixous friction coefficient D 




